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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Following, the reader will find the design proposal of a semester long design project by group
"F" for AE 441. In formulating this design, the driving philosophy was not just to fulfill the
mission requirements (discussed in chapter two), but to do so in a creative manner - this
explains the unconventional aircraft design, named the F-92 RELIANT. Although
unconventional, and perhaps more expensive to produce, the design has distinct advantages
which could only be attained through such a creative design.
Figure 1.0.1 presents the three view drawing of the F-92 RELIANT.
Figure 1.0.2 presents a three dimensional view of the F-92 RELIANT.
Major components of the F-92 Reliant include:
Unobstructed cargo bay, 1024 in 3 capability
Loading ramp
Dual wing configuration
Polyhedral wing configuration
These design components either originated or evolved to create an aircraft that would most
effectively meet the goals of cargo transportation in AeroWorld at minimum cost.
The unobstructed cargo bay and rear loading ramp allow for ease of cargo loading and
unloading. These concepts were born at the initiation of the design; the rest of the aircraft
developed around the fuselage cargo bay. It is not surprising that the aircraft design started here
- after all, the main purpose of the Reliant is to transport cargo.
The volume cargo capacity of 1024 in 3 was established as the desired capacity based on an
extensive market survey of AeroWorld. This large volume allows for a reduced number of
flights required per day, yet still avoids flights with large amounts of unused cargo space. This
component of the design is based on the reasoning that reducing number of flights reduces fuel
costs and also increases plane longevity.
The large horizontal tail and elevator allow for a large range of center of gravity locations; this
allows for flexibility in cargo loading. This feature, in combination with the open cargo bay,
reduces time and costs associated with cargo balancing and planning.
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To effectively utilize the largevolumecapacity,the Reliantalsomust becapableof the large
weightassociatedwith thevolume. To ensurethattheReliant iscapableof carryingcargoand
its own structural weight, a large lifting surfacewas designed for the aircraft. It was
determinedthatfor asinglewing, thenecessary13squarefeetof wing would beverydifficult
to build. Thedualwing configurationpermits13ft2of lifting surfacewithout resortingto the
structuralcomplicationor weightpenaltiesof a singlelargewing. Theplacementof thewings
with respecto eachothermaximizesaerodynamicperformanceof theReliantwithout violating
stabilityandcontrolrequirements.
The polyhedraldesign,combinedwith a large rudder, allows for roll control of the Reliant
without ailerons. This decisionwasbasedon the assumptionthat fixed polyhedraljoints are
lesscomplex to incorporateinto the plane thancontrol-dependentailerons,especiallywhen
considering that the wing must be segmentedanyway becauseof packaging constraints.
Furthermore, thepolyhedraloption, unlike the aileron option, avoids the extra costsof an
additionalservo.
Thus, the uniquedesignof the Reliantgrew from the most basicgoal of providing a highly
cost-effective,reliable meansof cargotransportation. On this foundation,with the help of a
teamof sevenengineers,theReliantevolvedto its presentconfiguration.
More specificdetailsaboutthe Reliantarepresentedon the next pagesin thecritical design
summary.MoregeneralinformationabouttheReliantis presentedbelow.
Weight : Theemptyweightof theaircraft is 5.5 lbs. Themaximumtakeoff weight is 7.5 lbs.
Range: The rangeof the aircraft underfull cargoload is 8100feet. This takesinto account
fuel necessaryfor groundhandling.
Propulsion: The propulsionsystemincludesa Cobalt-15motor, a 13-inchpropeller,and 12
Panasonic1.2-volthighdischargeratebatterieswith 900milliamp-hourscapacity.
Avionics : Avionics include a receiver, a speedcontroller, one servoand one pushrod to
controltheelevator,andoneservoandpushrodto control therudderandtail wheel.
LandingGear : Thelandinggearconsistsof two forwardgearandatail dragger.
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2.0 MISSION SCOPING AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND
OBJECTIVES
The mission for which the F-92 Reliant was designed to fulfill is the overnight delivery of
cargo in AeroWorld. This is to be done at a minimum cost to the operator. With no other
specifications given, the design team analyzed the market and considered various other
factors to set its own requirements and objectives. It was evident that key factors toward
successful mission completion would be balancing various competing facets. These
included balancing the percentage of the market to service versus costs of expansion, the
added flexibility of employing derivative aircraft versus their cost of development, and any
other means of increasing potential profit versus its costs and requirements.
2.1 THE MARKET
Figure 2.1 shows the distribution area, AeroWorld. Expected daily cargo shipments
between each city were given in the request for proposal (appendix A). As would be
expected, there is a wide variety of high and low volume areas, which made optimizing a
distribution plan quite a challenge.
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2.1.1 DISTRIBUTION GOALS
The ultimate goal of the distribution system is to provide service to every address in
AeroWorld. The plan for market entry and ultimate domination is subject to the capabilities
of the distribution system and its application from birth to maturity. It would be impossible
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to instantaneouslyactivateanentire fleet of aircraft andtheir supportinginfrastructureof
hubs,maintenance,andgroundoperationfacilities, not to mentionto instantaneouslyhire
andtrainafull contingencyof personnel.Therefore,G-Domemustenterthemarketwith a
smallfleet,takingadvantageof theaircraftastheyroll off theassemblyline of AE441, Inc.
Below,in thedetaileddescriptionof thefull-scaledistributionsystem,two targetareasare
identified aslikely areasfor marketinsertion. Theydo not dependon amajor hub,which
isanotherfacility requiringtimeto complete.
During this initial phase,100%customersatisfactionwill beessentialto gainingloyalty and
supportin themarket. This will requiretheavailabilityof extra"standby"aircraft, capable
of flying if anotherplane is disabled. This is also necessaryto accommodateroutine
maintenancerequirementswhich mustbeperformedon thefleet.
As thefleet increases,morecities will beserved,thusexpandingthemarket. Eventually,
therequiredhub facilities will becompletedandintegratedinto the full scaledistribution
network. By this time, theoriginal aircraftmayberetiredandthefleet will becontinually
replenishedwith newaircraft.
2.1.2 DISTRIBUTION CONCEPT
As statedabove,thegoal for thedistributionsystemis theserviceof theentire AeroWorld
market. Further, it shouldbe statedthat it is desirableto completethat taskin the most
efficient andcosteffectivemannerpossible.Primaryfactorsin developingthedistribution
systemwere:
1) Maximizingtheefficiencyof everyflight (avoidingemptyor partially full payloads).
2) Balancing the total number of aircraft required against the required payload volume of
each aircraft.
3) Ensuring that the range and endurance required did not place excessive demands on
battery capacity.
4) Ensuring that the lift required for a payload weight did not necessitate wings too large
for structural and shipment constraints.
5) Minimizing the number of flight cycles per plane per day in order to increase the life
span of the aircraft.
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As a result of AeroWorld geographyandof theprojectedcargoexpectationsper city per
day,adoublehub systemwaschosento serveasthebasisof operation.The first hub,city
'T', would serveall cities in the westernhemisphere. The secondhub, city "F", would
serveall of thecities in theeasternhemisphere.Flights from eachcity would deliver their
city's outgoingcargoto their respectivehub, then flights would exchangecargobetween
thetwo hubsasrequired. Finally thoseoriginal flights would return with the cargoto be
delivered.
FIGURE2.1.3 AG
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TABLE 2.1.3 FLIGHT SCHEDULE
FLIGHTS FLOWN ONE-WAY
CITY
A-B
A-F
B-F
C-F
D-I
E-I
F-I
G-I
G-F
H-I
H-F
J-K
J-I
J-F
K-H
H-G
G-J
J-H
# PLANES BY PAYLOAD SIZE
1024
(in"3)
4
576
(inA3)
352
(in*3)
RANGE
(ft)
1697
3493
2236
3231
3847
1612
2474
3280
1414
2059
721
894
1709
2059
2236
1281
2040
1342
2010
TOTAL
(ft)
1697
6986
6708
6462
3847
3224
12370
3280
2828
2059
721
894
3418
2059
2236
1281
2040
1342
2010K-I
K-F 1 2953 2953
L-I 2 1 2884 8652
K-L 1 2236 2236
L-N 1 1281 1281
M-I 1 1 2433 4866
N-I 1 1 3256 6512
M-K 1 3256 3256
M-L 1 2000 2000
M-N I 1281 1281
O-E 1 2720 2720
TOTAL FLIGHTS 21 13 10 44 TOTAL: 101219
TOTAL PLANES 20 12 9 41
AVERAGE:
RANGES:ROUND TRIP TOTALS:
2300
TOTAL FLIGHTS 42 26 20 ] 88 TOTAL: 202438
TOTAL PLANES 40 24 18 [ 82
AVERAGE: 4601
This plan is simple and easy to execute; however, it does not optimize all areas of the
operation. Three factors in the optimization process were the reduction of the range a
package must fly before reaching its destination, the reduction of the congestion at the
hubs, and the reduction of the overall range capability an aircraft must possess. In areas of
considerable cargo exchange between outlying cities such as "K", "L", "M", and "N", it
proved to be more effective to fly a number of short hops between those cities, exchanging
only their own cargo. This was also done between "G", "H", "J", and "K", and between
"A" and "B". An example of the reduction of the overall range required for the aircraft was
the plan for servicing city "O". Instead of flying directly to and from 'T', a range of 4000
feet, the plan calls for flying to "E", and then on to 'T', an overall increase in range for the
payload leaving "O", but a reduction in range required for each plane, which will benefit
the entire fleet. The "KLMN" and "GHJK" areas are also favorable as points of market
entry. A schematic of the routes flown is shown in Figure 2.1.3. This concept calls for
the use of three different size aircraft, which will be detailed in section 2.2.1. This
flexibility in payload capacity allows for greater efficiency in scheduling flights, most
notably in cities with lower expected daily cargo volumes.
Table 2.1.3 lists the daily schedule of flights made. A total of 88 one-way flights (or 44
round trip flights) are made daily. The majority of aircraft are scheduled for one round trip
or two flight cycles per day. A flight cycle is defined as one takeoff and one landing.
2.1.3 DAILY OPERATING PLAN
The proposed plan for daily operations of the delivery business calls for all cargo to be
dropped off at collection centers throughout AeroWorld prior to 4:00 PM. At that time,
company operated vehicles will pick up the cargo from these collection centers as well as
from any major business clients. The cargo will be delivered to the airports, sorted,
balanced and loaded onto an aircraft by 6:00 PM. A four hour flight period is then allowed
for all aircraft to reach their destination hub.
From midnight to 0200 AM, the cargo will be unloaded, sorted again, and reloaded onto
the appropriate aircraft. Cargo that is destined for a city not serviced by its present hub will
be flown on one of the exchange flights to the other hub. As the aircraft servicing their
respective destination cities become full, they may takeoff. Others will be required to wait
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for the exchangeflights. All aircraft will beat their final destinationby 8:00 AM. Six
hoursis thetime allowedfor thisphase.
Onceat thefinal destination,thecargowill beunloadedandthensortedfor final delivery.
Delivery will requirea greaternumberof vehiclesthanpickuphadrequiredbecauseof the
increasednumberof addresses.Dependingon the numberof vehiclesused,all packages
may bedeliveredby 10:00AM. Of course,thepickup anddelivery timesmay beshifted
dependingon preferenceof theoperatingcompany. If a delivery time of 8:00 AM was
desired,pickupsmustbeat 2:00PM thepreviousday.
This daily plan typifies the operationof thoseaircraft which follow the hub plan. As
explainedearlier,someaircraft deviatefrom the hub centeredoperations. However, the
samepickup/ delivery target times still apply in these cases.
It should also be noted that the AeroWorld day is 30 minutes long. In the above
presentation, 24-hour values were used for simplification. However, when converted to
AeroWorld time, there is sufficient amount of time (in minutes) for successful operation.
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2.2 REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES - PERFORMANCE
The distribution system dictates to the design team what the aircraft must be capable of
doing in terms of performance and capacity. Such factors include payload volume and
weight, cruise velocity, range and endurance requirements, and takeoff/landing distance.
Through an iterative process used to best fulfill the goals listed above, various sizes of
aircraft and derivative sizes were analyzed.
2.2.1 AIRCRAFT SIZE, TYPE, AND NUMBER
Ultimately, the results dictated that a fleet of 41 aircraft (plus a number of "standby"
aircraft) will be required for the entire service of AeroWorld. These 41 aircraft will be of
three sizes, depending on their payload volume. The number and payload size of each type
will be 20x1024 in 3, 12x576 in 3, and 9x352 in 3. The large aircraft, designated the F-92
RELIANT, will have cargo bay dimensions capable of storing 4x8x32 in 3 in addition to
whatever space is needed for loading pallets and other wrapping. The medium sized,
designated the F-92 RELIANT-B, and the small sized, designated the F-92 RELIANT-C,
derivative aircraft will have cargo bay dimensions of 4x4x36 in 3 and 4x4x20 in 3,
respectively, with additional space as required for wrapping and loading considerations.
The use of standard 4x4x2 or 4x4x4 cubic inch shipping unit allows onetime wrapping of a
pallet and compatibility with any size aircraft cargo hold.
2.2.2 CRUISE VELOCITY
A cruise velocity of 28 feet per second was chosen because it allows for a lower coefficient
of lift during cruise and thus, a lower induced drag yet remains below the sonic limit of 30
fps. Also, this speed assures the completion of the daily flight schedule with a sufficient
amount of time left in the 30 minute AeroWorld day for pickup and delivery of the cargo.
2.2.3 RANGE AND ENDURANCE
The base maximum range required is the distance from city 'T' to "D", which is 3847 feet.
For safety, the distance to the next closest city, "E", is added, plus a range for one minute
of loiter. The total is then 8038 feet. Using the cruise velocity as the averagefor the entire
flight, the endurance required is then 287 seconds or 4.79 minutes.
2.2.4 TAKE-OFF AND LANDING DISTANCE
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The flight schedule dictates what types of aircraft will be serving each city. Different
aircraft will require different takeoff and landing distances. For most cities serviced by all
three aircraft, the distance required is the 75 feet minus 15% for a factor of safety, which
equals 63.75 feet. However, since the large sized plane will service "B" it will be
constrained by the shorter runway, which, with a factor of safety, requires takeoff/landing
in 51 feet. The medium sized plane, which will service "C", will be further constrained to
use a distance of 38.25 feet. Finally, the small plane will service "O" and must take off and
land in a distance of 47.8 feet.
2.2.5 RADIUS OF TURN AND CRUISE ALTITUDE
The plane should have the capability of turning with a radius of no greater than half the
typical runway length. This allows for capability of the plane to effectively loiter and to
make extra landing approaches if necessary. This distance, about 35 feet, also allows for
maneuverability and handling qualities required to fly the technology demonstrator in
Loftus Center.
Desired cruise altitude is 60 feet. This is high enough to avoid crashing into buildings in
AeroWorld. For the technology demonstrator, cruise altitude required is 20 feet due to
space limitations in Loftus Center.
2.2.6 MAXIMUM VELOCITY
The original maximum velocity requirement was 40 feet per second. Although the speed
limit in AeroWorld is 30 fps, this may not always be the case. It is not out of the question
that restrictions may change, especially when flying over water. Therefore it is desirable to
have a propulsion system that could take full advantage of such a change.
It must be noted that maximum velocity is a function of excess power. Consideration must
be taken to ensure enough power is available for takeoff and climbing performance.
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2.2.7 WEIGHT
Original weight estimates were calculated using extensive historical data for the structural
components combined with preliminary wing sizing measurements. Maximum payload
weight was found according to maximum payload volume of 1024 in 3 and an estimated
average cargo density of 0.03 oz/in 3. Estimates resulted in an empty weight of 6.6 pounds
and maximum takeoff weight of 8.5 pounds. These estimates were conservative and little
faith was placed in potential optimizations.
2.3 REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES - COST
Cost is divided into two major categories: construction costs and operating costs. Also
important is the cost of the aircraft to the buyer and the cost to customer to ship his/her
cargo. Detailed cost information will be presented in chapter 12.
2.3.1 CONSTRUCTION COSTS AND SALES PRICE
The estimate baseline aircraft cost was determined by using historical data from the
previous two design cycles. Based on this data, the construction cost was estimated at
369,000 AeroWorld Dollars (SAW). This figure includes an estimated SAW 64,000 for
construction materials, and SAW 130,000 for labor. These figures are derived from a real
world expenditures of $160.00 for supplies and 130 hours of labor. Also included is SAW
175,000 for avionics, motor and batteries. From this, a selling price of SAW 406,000 was
selected, which allows a 10 % profit on the aircraft.
2.3.2 OPERATING COSTS
Operating costs are the total of fuel and maintenance costs.
cost per flight is SAW 2,960 per flight.
The target for total operating
2.3.2.1 FUEL COSTS
The target value for fuel cost per flight is based on the average flight, 2300 feet at 28 fps
for an 82 second duration. The fuel used is the total of takeoff, climb, cruise, and landing,
and ground handling which equals 220 milliamp hours. At $13.00 per milliamphr, the fuel
cost per average flight is $AW 2,860.
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2.3.2.2 MAINTENANCE COSTS
At a cost of $50 per labor-minute for battery exchange, maintenance costs of $100 per
flight cycle were derived from an estimated time of two minutes battery exchange time.
Although this process could be completed in one minute, it is felt that allowing extra time
will result in people taking greater care in changing the batteries, resulting in a reduced
chance of accidents due to hasty mistakes. In this way, the extra cost is justified.
2.3.3 COST PER CARGO
Cost strategy for determination of cargo shipping costs is based on the range required for
the package to fly. At an average range of 2300 feet, the target cost is $1.65 per cubic inch
or $55.11 per ounce. This reflects a 10 % profit for G-Dome Enterprises.
2.4 REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES - AIRCRAFT LIFE SPAN
The target life span for the aircraft was chosen as 600 flight cycles. Above 600 flight
cycles, the requirements of stress reduction factor would require substantial increases in
structural weight. Below 600, the cost of replacing aircraft rises with little gain in required
stress reduction factor.
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2.5 SUMMARY
Table 2.5 summarizes the requirements and objectives discussed in this chapter.
Number of Aircraft:
Daily Flight Cycles:
41 + Standby Aircraft
88
Cruise Velocity:
Range:
Endurance:
Takeoff/
Landing Distance:
Turn Radius:
Cruise Altitude:
Maximum Velocity:
28 feet per second
8038 feet
287 seconds
51 feet
40 feet
60 feet
40 feet per second
Weight: < 8.5 pounds
Production Time:
Materials Costs:
Fuel Costs:
Maintenance Costs:
Cost per Cargo:
130 labor hours
$160
$2860 per average flight
$100 per flight
$1.65 per cubic inch
Life Span: 600 flight cycles
TABLE 2.5
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3.0 CONCEPT SELECTION STUDY
Before undertaking the concept study, it was first necessary to become familiar with the
inherent constraints and requirements placed upon the design concepts as outlined in
Section 2, Mission Scoping and Design Requirements and Objectives. Analysis of the
constraints, requirements, and objectives as laid out in Section 2 resulted in the submission
of two basic aircraft designs: a canard configuration and a conventional monoplane
configuration.
The canard configuration is shown in Figure 3.1. This front loading configuration had two
wing mounted engines as well as the large wing and sizeable rectangular fuselage
configuration previously mentioned. The conventional monoplane configuration is shown
in Figure 3.2. This configuration also had the expected large, rectangular fuselage and
sizeable wing, but it is a rear loaded, single engined, puller propeller configuration. Both
configurations had large empennage structures like the kind seen on large military
transports, and although both configurations may have satisfied the mission constraints,
both were, in the end, rejected.
The canard configuration was rejected because of problems and inexperience in dealing
with the analysis of the destabilizing canard even though, as a control surface, it would
have provided the beneft of positive lift as opposed to the negative lift of a conventional
tail. The twin engine aspect of the canard configuration was also rejected because of the
fear of asymmetric thrust difficulties. On the other hand, the conventional monoplane
configuration received extended consideration. Unfortunately, the initial weight estimate
for _e aircraft equalled eight and a half pounds. Simple calculations showed that if this
aircraft wished to cruise at a speed of 28 feet per second (2 feet per second less than the
maximum allowed) and could achieve moderate cruise lift coefficients in the range of 0.6 to
0.8, it would require at least 13 square feet of wing area. Further analysis revealed that this
8.5 pound aircraft would also require 13 square feet of wing area just to barely lift off the
ground within the take off constraints even with the use of a 12 inch diameter propeller.
Certainly, building a conventional monoplane with a 13 square foot wing was not
impossible, but there were some concerns regarding its construction and performance. For
instance, there were no 13 square foot wings in the design data base. Moreover, a 13
square foot wing would be likely to have a 12 or 13 foot wing span which could lead to a
dramatic loss of lift on the inboard wing as the aircraft attempted to make a 60 foot radius
turn. This loss of lift would result from the fact that in a 60 foot radius turn, the inboard
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wing could see a much lower relative velocity compared to that of the rest of the aircraft.
This inboard lift loss would be very detrimental to an 8.5 pound aircraft, and it could even
lead to a possible role from unbalanced lift forces on the inboard and outboard wings. As a
result, a third configuration was brought under consideration.
This present configuration was a conventional tandem wing aircraft with a total area of 13
square feet distributed between the two wings. Two benefits resulted from the
consideration of this third configuration. First, it would not require the reduction in
capacity the conventional monoplane would require to reduce its weight and the required
wing area. Consequently, the tandem wing configuration would not require the redesign of
the predetermined distribution system planned for the 8.5 pound aircraft carrying the
volume of cargo critical to the success of that distribution system. Second, a tandem wing
configuration would permit use of two smaller wings of smaller spans while maintaining
13 total square feet of wing area thus alleviating concerns of a stall condition in a turn.
Unfortunately, negative aspects of this third configuration do exisL A tandem wing aircraft
will have higher drag due to interference between the wings, and it win also have a lower
lift coefficient as than an equivalent monoplane configuration. Additionally, it will have a
lower effective aspect ratio than an equivalent monoplane. (ref. 8, pgs 60-64) However,
in order to accurately determine the best choice of configuration concept, an extensive trade
study analyzing wing weight, aircraft weight, lift produced, and lift to drag ratio would
have to be conducted. Time was not available for a study of this sort; therefore, the tandem
wing was chosen.
The tandem wing configuration was chosen because it provided the 13 square feet of wing
area required to meet the velocity and take off constraints of the mission while eliminating
the threat of lift loss in a 60 foot radius turn. This configuration was also chosen because
the increased drag and decreased maximum lift were deemed to be preferable to redesigning
the distribution system for an aircraft of lesser capacity. Initial estimates demonstrated that
enough lift was still achievable to operate the aircraft. The initial tandem wing
configuration is shown in Figure 3.3. This configuration is a rear loaded, single engined,
puller propeller aircraft with a large wing above and to the rear of a smaller wing. This
initial orientation of the wings was chosen to reduce the interference effects between the
wings, but later modified as extensive aerodynamic, structural, and stability analyses took
place.
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TABLE 3.1 CON(_ SF_CqION STUDY SUMMARY
CONCEPT
Concept #1
(Canard Config.)
STRENGTHS
- Canard Control provides
positive lift.
Twin engines provide
large thrust to wansport
large/heavy loads.
WEAKNESSES
- Stability of canard more
difficult to analyze.
- Canard is a destabilizing
wing.
- Possibility of asymmetric
thrust with twin engines.
Concept #2
(Monoplane)
Concept 03
(Tandem Wing)
Simple concept, easy to
design and build.
- Two wings provide
n_ surface area to
carry large/heavy loads.
- Two wings of shorter
wing span reduce the
possibility of a stall in
a turn.
- Permitted use of mission
distribution system as
initially laid out.
- Large wing needed to carry
large/heavy loads.
- No large wings, 13 sq. ft.,
in the data base.
- Large wing could stall in a
turn of radius 60 feet.
- Smaller cony. monoplane
required redesign of the
mission distribution system.
- Large drag due to
interference between wings.
- Aerodynamic analysis is
mc_ difficult.
- Consuuction could be more
difficult and time consuming.
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FIGURE 3.1: CONCEPT #1, THE CANARD CONFIGURATION
I
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FIGURE 3.2: CONCEPT #2, THE CONVENTIONAL MONOPLANE
i
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FIGURE 3.3: CONCEPT #3, THE TANDEM WING CONFIGURATION
N
I !
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4.0 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN DETAIL
4.1 AIRFOIL SELECTION
The main factor in selecting an airfoil for the finalized tandem wing configuration was a
high section lift coefficient. The maximum value desired for the section lift coefficient was
1.2 or better, and an investigation of low Reynolds number airfoils revealed two possible
choices. These were the NACA 64-418 and the Wortmann FX63-137A. Both of these
airfoils had high section lift coefficients at the design operating Reynolds number of
1.5X105; the maximum section lift coefficient for the NACA 64-418 was 1.2 while the
FX63-137A had a value of 1.6. Furthermore, both of the airfoils under consideration
could be operated in the drag bucket, but the NACA 64-418 had more gradual stall
characteristics. Additionally, the FX63-137A had some undesirable geometric
characteristics that were considered, including a sharp cusp at the trailing edge and a
concave undersurface. It was determined that because of these geometric characteristics the
FX63-137A would be less desirable for manufacturing because of potential difficulties in
attaching the Monokote surface to the bottom of the wings. Consequently, the NACA 64-
418 airfoil section was selected over the Wortmann FX63-137A because its shape will
make it more amenable to construction and its stall characteristics are better; however, it
does have a lower maximum section lift coefficient. Finally, the conclusion was made that
the same airfoil section, NACA 64-418, should be used as the airfoil shape for both wings
to simplify construction and ease of aerodynamic analysis. The lift and drag characteristics
for the airfoil are shown in Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. (Reference 9) (Note, the Reynolds
number data was only available for a value of 1.7X105.)
FIGURE 4.1.1: NACA 64-418 LIFT CURVE
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FIGURE 4.1.2: NACA 64-418 DRAG POLAR
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4.2 METHOD OF AERODYNAMIC WING DESIGN
In order to determine the best configuration for the tandem wing concept, Linair was used.
Linair is a simple application that makes use of the vortex lattice method, an ideal
aerodynamic analysis that does not include viscous effects. In this method, a lattice of
horseshoe vortices of unknown strengths is used to model wings under normal flow
conditions. The method then makes use of the Biot-Savart law and the flow tangency
criterion to solve for the vortex strengths by reducing the system to a series of simultaneous
algebraic equations. This then allows for the determination of wing lift distributions, total
lift coefficient for a configuration, and induced drag. Linair also allows for the inclusion of
interference effects, and according to the application's manual the results from a Linair
analysis would be a reasonable approximation of those achieved through experiment.
Unfortunately, because Linair is an inviscid analysis, it will allow for an increase in total
lift coefficient with any increase in angle of attack, i.e. stall does not occur. Therefore,
while using Linair, the limit on total lift coefficient, CLmax, was determined by checking
the lift distributions of the wings. When the section lift coefficient of a wing in the Linair
analysis reached the maximum section lift coefficient of the airfoil section, increases in
angle of attack were discontinued because this was an indication that stall was occurring.
Therefore, the angle of attack at which the maximum section lift coefficients of the wing
and airfoil were equal was taken to be the maximum angle of attack of the configuration,
and the total lift coefficient at this angle was taken to be CLmax for the configuration.
Figure 4.2.1 provides an indication of the output Linair can generate for a single wing.
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FIGURE 4.2.1: EXAMPLE OF LIFT DISTRIBUTION
AS DETERMINED BY LINAIR
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4.2.1 AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION DESIGN
STUDY DESCRIPTION
Using Linair in the manner described, a study was undertaken to determine the
configuration of the tandem wings that would optimize CLmax as well as the ratio of lift to
induced drag. (The ratio of lift to total drag was not considered because Linair is an
inviscid analysis.) In this study, the distribution of area between the wings, the aspect ratio
of the wings, the angle of inclination of the wings, and the quarter chord separation of the
wings were considered. To begin, a base configuration of 10 square feet for the main wing
and 3 square feet for the secondary wing was chosen. The respective spans for these
wings were 10 feet at an aspect ratio of 10 and 6 feet at an aspect ratio of 12. Neither wing
was mounted at an angle of inclination relative to the fuselage, and their quarter chords
were separated by 10.5 inches. This separation corresponded to a two inch separation
between the trailing edge of the secondary wing and the leading edge of the main wing. As
the study progressed, each parameter under consideration was varied individually until the
total lift coefficient and the maximum value of lift to induced drag were maximized. When
this occurred, the configuration was deemed optimal, and the value of the parameter at
which optimization occurred was added to the base configuration and another parameter
was varied. When all the parameters had been varied, the final configuration was fine
tuned with minor variations in parameters being checked to ensure maximum performance.
As a final note, in this study, the maximum value of the ratio of coefficient of lift to
coefficient of induced drag was used as a means of evaluating a configuration. In fact, the
maximum value of that ratio at a possible cruise condition, as opposed to the overall
maximum, should have been considered because the ratio at cruise will be rriore important
to the performance of the aircraft design.
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4.2.2 AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION DESIGN STUDY RESULTS
The aerodynamic analyses by Linair revealed that the optimal area distribution between the
two wings of the tandem wing configuration should be 65% in the main wing and 35% in
the secondary wing. This result corresponded to 8.45 square feet of area in the main wing
and 4.55 square feet of area in the secondary wing. The analyses also demonstrated that
the aspect ratio of the two wings should be 11.83 and 10.77 respectively. These values
corresponded to wing spans of 10 feet for the main wing and 7 feet for the secondary
wing.
The angles of incidence of the wings and the separation of the quarter chord points were
then considered. These two parameters were the most crucial in the aerodynamic analysis
because of their influence on interference effects. Results showed that the forward wing
should be mounted at an incidence angle of negative two degrees relative to the fuselage
reference line, while the rearward, main wing should be inclined at an angle of positive
four degrees relative to the fuselage reference line. The reason for this orientation of the
wings resulted from an induced upwash of the rear wing on the forward wing causing it to
see a higher relative angle of attack than it normally would. Consequently, it was mounted
at a negative angle of incidence. On the other hand, the rear, main wing experienced a
downwash from the forward, secondary wing causing it to experience a lower angle of
attack than it would if the interference between the two wings were not present. As a
result, the rear, main wing was inclined four degrees to account for the downwash.
Figures 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2 demonstrate how variation in incidence angles affect the
values of maximum lift to induced drag ratio and maximum lift coefficient. From these two
figures, it is apparent that the positive four, negative two orientation was chosen because it
provided the best maximum lift coefficient at the best ratio of lift to induced drag.
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Lastly, the aerodynamic analyses revealed that optimal separation of the quarter chord
points of the wings was six inches. This is verified by Figures 4.2.2.3 and 4.2.2.4 which
reveal how the ratio of lift to induced drag steadily increase with separation distance up to
six inches while maintaining a maximum lift coefficient consistent with other values of
quarter chord separation. However, these figures also indicated that any separation greater
than six inches does not significantly decrease aerodynamic performance.
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The aerodynamic analyses thus indicated that the optim_J tandem wing configuration would
provide the main, rear wing with 8.45 square feet of area and an aspect ratio of 11.83.
They also indicated that this wing should be inclined four degrees relative to the fuselage
reference line and its quarter chord should be six inches from the quarter chord of the
secondary, forward wing. This secondary wing, according to the analyses, should have
4.55 square feet of area at an aspect ratio of 10.77 and it should be declined by two degrees
relative to the fuselage reference line. However, this was not the final concept
configuration; structural and stability considerations mandated changes.
The lift distributions of this configuration with the main wing in the rear, upper position
and the secondary wing in the forward, lower position were found to be undesirable
because the upwash of the secondary wing on the main wing. This upwash was evidenced
by very high section lift coefficients on the outboard portion of the larger, main wing. This
situation was deemed unacceptable for two reasons. First, in this orientation, the highest
aerodynamic loads occurred on the outside of the wing near the tip instead of at the inside
near the root where the wing is strongest. Second, if the aircraft was near its stall lift
coefficient and attempted to turn, the tip of the inboard wing could easily stall resulting in
an unbalanced loading on the wing causing the aircraft to roll out of control. Furthermore,
if the wing incorporated any form of dihedral, the stall and loss of lift at the tip would be
exacerbated. Therefore, it was deemed necessa.v.y, to change the orientation of the wings.
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Essentially,the changein wing orientationwasmanifestedin anexchangeof the lateral
positionsof thewings. Themain wing wasmovedforward and thesecondarywing was
movedaft, but themainwing remainedabovethesecondarywing. The anglesof incidence
werethenalteredto accommodatethis configurationchangeandaccountfor the upwash
anddownwasheffectsdiscussedearlier. The main,now forward,wing wasdeclinedtwo
degreesand the secondary,now rear, wing was inclined four degrees. Static stability
analysisthenrequiredthatthe quarterchord separationbe increasedby one inch to seven
inches,but asnoted earlier, this increasein separationdistancedid not greatly affect
aerodynamicperformance.No otherparameterswererequiredto changesincetheydid not
affect stability andthey did not improveaerodynamicperformanceabovethat of this new
configuration. Unfortunately,thenewconfigurationwith theneworientationof thewings
sawthemaximumlift coefficientandthemaximumlift todragratio decreasedslightly from
that of the previous configuration. This change in wing orientation finalized the
configurationof thetandemwings sothatnow insteadof a tandemwing configuration,the
aircraft appearedto bemoreof a biplane. (The new wing lift distribution and the old
lift distribution that necessitatedthechangesin wing orientationmay beseenin Figures
4.2.2.5and4.2.2.6 respectively.)
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4.3 FINAL AERODYNAMIC WING DESIGN AND
AIRCRAFT LIFT CURVE
The parameters for the finalized configuration are listed below in Table 4.3.1.
TABLE4.3.1 FINAL VALUES FOR THE TANDEM WING CONFIGURATION
Main/Forward Wing Secondary/Rear Wing
Aspect Ratio 11.83 10.77
Area (fi2) 8.45 4.55
Span (ft) 10.0 7.0
Chord (ft) 0.845 0.65
Incidence Ang. -2 degrees + 4 degrees
Quarter Chord 22.0 29.0
Locations (in)
With this information, a static stability analysis revealed the need for a horizontal tail of
2.25 square feet and a 3.0 foot span mounted at -4 degrees incidence to the fuselage. This
tail was incorporated into the Linair input file, and then, a lift curve was generated using a
Linair sweep of angle of attack. Maximum lift coefficient for the curve and maximum angle
of attack were determined as previously described. This lift curve was then modified for
fuselage effects with the following relationship. (Reference 3, pg 145)
Sfus)CLwith fuselage = CL without fuselage x (1 - rSr_ef
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Sfus for the above relationship was determined by the desired volume of cargo the aircraft
was required to carry in order to satisfy the mission. This value was found to be 0.31
square feet, and the final lift curve for the entire aircraft, determined from the above
relationship, is shown in Figure 4.3.1. This curve shows a maximum lift coefficient of
0.986, a lift curve slope of 0.198 per degree, and a zero lift angle of attack of -2.51
degrees.
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4.4 DRAG BREAKDOWN AND ANALYSIS
The drag prediction for the chosen configuration was performed using Daniel T. Jensen's
thesis on drag prediction for low Reynolds numbers. Specifically, Method II was used. In
this method, drag was broken down into a parasite drag coefficient for all components
excluding the wing, a profile drag coefficient, and a wing lift-induced drag coefficient.
Explicitly, the drag equation is as follows:
CD = CDo + CDp + (1 + _) .CL2
nAR
In this equation, the first term is the parasite term, the second is the profile term, and the
third is the lift-induced term.
The first term, the parasite term, (CDo) was defined for each component with the
following equation:
CfnFFnSwetrt
CDo = Z
Sref
In this relationship, Cfn is the skin friction coefficient of each aircraft component, FFn is
the form factor of each component, and Swetn is the wetted area of each component. Sref
is the reference area, the total wing area of 13 square feet. For calculation of the parasite
term, the value of the skin friction coefficient was governed by whether or not the flow
over the component was laminar or turbulent and the distance at which transition occurred.
It was calculated in the following manner:
Xtrans (Cflamina r) + (In - Xtrans) (Cfturbulen t)
Cfn-
In
On the other hand, the form factor for each component was determined through the use of
these equations:
0.6 t 00(ct_)4] [ 1.34M0.18(cosAm)0.28]Empennage: FFn = [1.0 + _c ) + 1
60.0 (l/d))Body: FFn= 1.0 +_+ 400)
Together, these equations provided the parasitic drag breakdown for the aircraft, and the
results of this breakdown are presented in Table 4.4.1.
TABLE 4.4.1 PARASITIC DRAG BREAKDOWN
Cfn FFn Swetn CDon
Fuselage 0.0027 1.1075 9.131 0.0021
Horizontal Tail 0.0036 0.7317 4.500 0.0009
Vertical Tail 0.0039 0.7010 1.220 0.00025
Landing Gear 0.00066
CDototal 0.00985
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The landinggearcontribution seenin Table4.4.1 washandledin a different mannerthan
that describedabovebecauseit wasnot explicitly coveredin Jensen'sthesis. Therefore,
thevalue for the landinggearcontributionwasdeterminedto be0.00066asshownabove
basedon a methodgivenin Aerodynamics. Aeronautics. and Flight Mechanics by B.W.
McCormick. (Reference 3, pg 196)
The profile and induced components of drag, however, were determined as stipulated by
Jensen:
CDwing = (CDmin + kCL 2) + (1 + 8) -CL2
_AR
For this equation, CDmin was the coefficient of drag of the airfoil at zero lift and k was the
slope of a plot of Cd versus C12 for the airfoil. The 8 in the equation is a characteristic of
the wing planform and it was easily determined from graphical information. However,
because the tandem wing configuration incorporated two wings, it became necessary to
slightly modify the profile and induced drag coefficient components for contributions from
both wings. The following equation illustrates how this was done:
= Sm__m__(CDmin + kCLmw 2) + (1 + 8c) CL2CDwings
rtARc)
+ (CDmin + kCLsw 2) + (1 + gc)
In this equation, the subscript mw denotes a value corresponding to the main wing, sw
denotes a value corresponding to the secondary wing, and c denotes a value of combined
main and secondary influence. Therefore, use of this equation necessitated determination
of the individual lift coefficients for each wing at various angles of attack as well as
combined values of 8 and aspect ratio.
The lift coefficients for each wing were easily determined from Linair and Figure 4.4.1
shows how those values varied with changes in angle of attack of the aircraft.
Unfortunately, the determination of a combined 8 and aspect ratio for the configuration
were more difficult. First, the 8 value for each wing was determined based on their
respective aspect ratios. Then using the empirical summation method
1 1 1
ec emw esw
an efficiency for the wing combination was determined. (Note, efficiency, e, equals
1/(1+8).) Now, using the induced drag data from Linair and the relationship that:
CL2
ARc-
_ecCDi
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the combinedaspectratio of thewing combinationwasdetermined. Finally, a 8 for the
wing combination was determinedbasedon the combined aspectratio that was just
calculated.Table4.4.2briefly summarizestheresultsof this analysis.
TABLE 4.4.2 SUMMARY OFDATA FORPROFILEAND
INDUCEDDRAG CALCULATION
Main Wing
SecondaryWing
8 CDo k AR
0.1253 0.0095 0.005 11.83
0.1147 0.0095 0.005 10.77
Combinedefficiency,ec= 0.446
Combinedaspectrationbasedonec,ARc = 9.73
Combineddeltabasedon ARc, 8c = 0.1035
Finally, the parasite drag coefficient, profile drag coefficient, and lift-induced drag
coefficientwerecombinedto yield theoveralldragequation.
÷CD = 0.00338 + 0.65 (0.0095 + 0.005CLmw 2) + (1 + 0.1035)rc9.73 )
0.35((0.0095 + 0.005CLsw 2) + (1 + 0.1035)_9.73)CL2 _
This equation was then used to calculate the drag polar for the entire aircraft as seen in
Figure 4.4.2, and from this drag polar, the aircraft's curve of lift to drag ratio was easily
determined. This lift to drag curve is shown in Figure 4.4.3. Note that the aircraft's
maximum lift to drag ratio equals 18.39 at a lift coefficient of 0.750 for which the angle of
attack is 7.0 degrees.
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FIGURE 4.4.3: AIRCRAFT LIFT TO DRAG RATIO
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5.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN DETAIL
The propulsion system is comprised of three main components which are all interrelated:
the motor, the propeller and the batteries. The larger the motor is, the more power it will
produce. With more power, it can use a smaller propeller to give it the necessary thrust for
takeoff. However, the weight increases with using a larger engine because it is heavier and
it requires more batteries. With the added weight, takeoff becomes more difficult. So the
key point is to choose the smallest engine which will produce enough power to get the
aircraft off the ground. The number of batteries are prescribed by the engine selection, but
the propellerisnot.
In choosing a propeller there is a tradeoff between takeoff and cruise performance. A large
propeller is preferred for takeoff since it will produce large amounts of thrust. Thrust is
proportional to the propeller diameter to the fifth power. So only a small increase in
propeller size will produce tremendous thrust improvement. However, during cruise a
large propeller will require a higher current to achieve the specified rpm. This will cause
the batteries to drain more rapidly and thus reduce the range of the plane. So, the main
selection criteria is to choose the smallest propeller which will give enough thrust for
takeoff.
5.1 ENGINE SELECTION
In choosing the engine, a variety of sizes of Cobalt (or Astro Cobalt) electric plane engines
were studied: the FAI05, 05, 15, 25, and 40. The data for their performance over a range
of load torques was provided in the data bank folder. The first step in selecting an
appropriate engine was to calculate the associated constants Kt and Kv. These constants
were determined by graphing the torque versus the current and the output volts versus the
motor rpm. The slope of these graphs were Kt and Kv, respectively (see Figures 5.1.1
and 5.1.2).
Notice that the equations of the graphs are linear. They follow the form y =mx + b. The m
constant is the slope, and correlates to the Kt or the Kv as described above. The equations
are as follows:
Torque = Kt * i + b
Voltage = Kv * rpm + b
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Once the constants were found, they were used as input variables in the TK Solver Plus
Electric Motor Performance Software and the Takeoff (Fortran) program by Dr. S. Batill.
TK Solver is an iterative solving program in which all pertinent equations are entered and
the computer solves them simultaneously. It was found that the Cobalt 15 would give
enough power for an 8.5 pound plane to takeoff within 75 feet if full throttle voltage (14
volts) was used with a 13 inch propeller. The excess power which the Cobalt 25 engine
offered was not necessary. It was heavier by 0.63 lbs and it did not offer substantial
power improvement. For these reasons, the Cobalt 15 engine was selected. That means
that a 13 inch propeller was needed to complete the takeoff.
5.2 PROPELLER SELECTION
As mentioned above (Section 5.0), the propeller selection is a delicate balance between
takeoff and cruise performance. The only propellers selected for this study were 12, 13,
and 14 inch ones. Using a blade element theory program, the values of Ct, Cp, J, and 1"1as
functions of propeller rpm were found. These values represent data from a plane travelling
26.4 ft/sec forward velocity at sea level conditions. The performance characteristics of Ct,
Cp, ¢1, were used with the Takeoff program and Electric Motor Performance to analyze
takeoff and cruise performance. Figure 5.2.1 shows the relation between increased
throttle and takeoff distance. As shown by the outer box labelled Minimum Requirements,
this represents the window for the constraints specified by the DR&O. The engine is not
allowed to use more than 14.4 volts and must takeoff within 75 feet - 51 feet with the factor
of safety.
Looking at the data, it is obvious that the 12" propeller will not be able to meet the design
requirements. A 13" propeller will just barely complete the task, and the 14" props have
too much excess power available. This graph data is for an 8.5 pound plane, the original
estimate of the plane's weight. This value is heavier than the technology demonstrator will
be. But since these values were determined prior to the weight reduction in the wing
structure, they were unable to reflect the new weight value of 7.5 lb. However, the trends
will still be the same. The 14" prop will be too large, and the 12" will be too small.
Therefore, the 13" propeller was selected. For values of current draw for takeoff and
cruise, see table 8.0.1.
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FIGURE 5.2.1 DETERMINING WHICH PROPELLERS ARE ACCEPTABLE
After choosing the propeller, the values for advance ratio and efficiency were graphed to
see their relation during the different regimes during the flight. These values were obtained
from the output of the propellor blade element analysis program. Within the program
variables, no high Mach number corrections were assumed, but tip losses and Reynolds
number adjustments were made. At takeoff, the voltage and rpms are high and thus the
efficiency is low. Here, it is about 0.53. At cruise, the rpm reduces and the efficiency
increases to 0.67.
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FIGURE 5.2.2 PROPELLER EFFICIENCY RANGE DURING FLIGHT CYCLE
5.3 BATTERY SELECTION
The only selection criteria in this area was to select the batteries with the most appropriate
capacity. According to the DR&O, the plane needed to plan for 8100 feet of range, ground
maneuvers and runway delays. Thus, the F-92 Reliant needed approximately 600 mahs of
battery capacity during one flight including all these expected conditions. There was a 600
mah battery available, but that did not seem to be enough in case of some unexpected
emergency. Therefore, the next step up was chosen; the 900 mah battery (More detail of
this selection process is found in 8.3).
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6.0 PRELIMINARY WEIGHT ESTIMATION DETAIL
This section details the weight of each component of the aircraft and its position. The
aircraft center of gravity is given under various conditions. The coordinate system origin is
placed at the nose, centered laterally, and on level with the cargo bay deck. The x-axis
extends to the aft end of the plane; the y-axis extends out the starboard wing; and the z-axis
extends vertically up. Figure 6.0 below illustrates this coordinate system.
FIGURE 6.0 AIRCRAFT COORDINATE SYSTEM
ORIGIN
6.1 COMPONENT WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY
A major design variable in any aircraft is the center of gravity placement. The desired
center of gravity location is achieved by altering the overall configuration and subsequent
arrangement of components. The goal for this aircraft was that the center of gravity be
centered at the middle of the cargo bay which ideally would also be the center of gravity of
any loaded cargo. In the event that no cargo was on board, the plane would behave
identically. In order to achieve this, it was necessary to place the battery packs aft. The
tradeoff for the good CG behavior is the additional weight and resistance of the longer
harness (power lines) from the batteries to motor.
Table 6.1 lists each component included in the weight estimation, and the component center
of gravity position in the x and z axes. Figure 6.1 shows component location. As can be
seen, an effort was made to place all components symmetrically in the x-y plane. This was
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TABLE 6.1 Component Weights, Positions, & Center of Gravity
Component Weight Weight Xpos Zpos m*X m*Z
0bf) (oz) (inches) (inches) (oz-in) (oz-in)
Receiver & Antenna 0.059 0.95 10.00 4.50 9.50 4.28
Radio Battery 0.125 2.00 8.00 4.50 16.00 9.00
Servo (Elevator) 0.038 0.60 11.00 4.50 6.60 2.70
Servo (Rudder & Steering) 0.038 0.60 11.00
30.50
4.50
4.50
6.60
61.00
2.70
9.00Pushrod (Elevator) 0.125 2.00
Pushrod (Rudder & Steering) O. 125 2.00 30.50 4.50 61.00 9.00
Main Wing - High 0.875 14.00 23.00 4.50 322.00 63.00
Fuselage 0.995 15.92 23.00 2.50 366.25 39.81
Nose Assembly 0.073 1.17 4.00 2.50 4.68 2.93
ISecondary Wing - Low 0.456 7.30 30.00 -0.50 219.00 -3.65
IVertical Tail & Rudder 0.063 1.00 46.00 12.60 165.14 45.23
Horizontal Tail & Elevator 0.224 3.59 50.00 4.50 40.81 3.67
!Empennage Structure 0.051 0.82 45.00 3.00 36.73 2.45
Control Mechanism 0.031 0.50 49.00 4.50 24.50 2.25
Main Gear 0.250 4.00 10.00 -3.00 40.00 -12.00
Tail Gear & Steering 0.125 2.00 39.00 -1.00 78.00 -2.00
Engine 0.656 10.50 3.00 2.00 31.50 21.00
Speed Control 0.111 1.77 6.00 2.00 10.62 3.54
Propeller 0.063 1.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 2.00
Battery (P90SCR) x 6 0.469 7.50 37.00 4.50 277.50 33.75
Battery (Pg0SCR) x 6 0.469 7.50 37.00 4.50 277.50 33.75
Battery Cable 0.125 2.00 21.00 4.50 42.00 9.00
Forward Payload 0.960 15.36 15.00 2.00 230.40 30.72
Aft Payload 0.960 15.36 31.00 2.00 476.16 30.72
Total Weights:
Full Payload 7.465 119.44
No Payload 5.545 88.72
2803.5 342.845
23.47 2.87
= CG: X = CG: Z
2096.9 281.4
23.64 3.17
= CG: X = CG: Z
FIGURE 6.1
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accomplishedwith theexceptionof the servolines and power lines, the effects of which
were assumed to be negligible.
The total weight of the aircraft under various conditions is as follows:
DRY AIRCRAFT:
AIRCRAFT WITH FUEL:
AIRCRAFT WITH FUEL
AND MAX PAYLOAD:
4.61 POUNDS
5.55 POUNDS
7.47 POUNDS
Both the X and Z coordinates of the center of gravity are calculated for two conditions:
AIRCRAFT - NO PAYLOAD
AIRCRAFT - FULL PAYLOAD
x = 23.64" z = 3.17"
x = 23.47" z = 2.87"
The above calculation for payload assumes an even distribution of payload weight. It is
unrealistic to assume that the payload will be perfectly balanced by the loading crew, or that
it is even capable of being perfectly balanced. Therefore, a limit for unbalance is set such
that a maximum of 75% total weight be placed either in the forward or aft half of the bay
and the remaining 25 % weight be placed in the other half. More useful calculations for
unbalanced payloads result in CGs at:
75% WEIGHT FORWARD
25% WEIGHT AFT: x = 22.44" z = 2.87"
25% WEIGHT FORWARD
75% WEIGHT AFT: x = 24.50" z = 2.87"
The Weight Balance Diagram (Figure 6.2) shows the C.G. travel for an unloaded plane at
5.58 pounds, a partially loaded plane at 6.01 pounds, and a fully loaded plane at 7.45
pounds. There is clearly more allowable C.G. travel for an unloaded plane than there is for
a loaded plane.
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Figure 6.2 : Weight Balance Diagram
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The effect of the C.G. travel on stability and control requirements is discussed in detail in
chapter 7.
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7.0 STABILITY AND CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN DETAIL
This section details sizing, positioning, and orientation of horizontal tail and elevator and
vertical tail and rudder. This section also details the lateral positioning of both wings.
These parameters were designed to meet the requirements of stability and control, as
detailed in the following sections. The final empennage design is shown below.
q
_°
Horizontal Tail and Elevator
L$ °
"-
sd,
Vertical Tail and Rudder
7.1 DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
7.1.1 PITCH STABILITY AND CONTROL
The main design objective of the horizontal tail and elevator was to allow the plane fuselage
reference line to trim at zero angle of attack for cg locations ranging from Xcg=22.4" to
Xcg=24.3". Low angles of attack minimize fuselage drag at cruise, and the cg travel
allows for versatility of cargo loading as explained in section 6.2. To maximize elevator
control effectiveness, the horizontal tail plate was positioned as far back as possible on the
fuselage ceiling. (Xt=49 '') (The fuselage ceiling was chosen for the vertical position of the
horizontal tail because it provides a relatively rigid support. Although this position reduces
control effectiveness of the tail since the main wing is at the same height, it avoids the
structural complications of a T-tail). The tail is mounted at -4 degrees with respect to the
reference line. The elevator chord is 4", and the elevator extends all the way across the tail
span. The tail mounting angle combined with the elevator deflection range of -10 degrees to
+15 degrees allows the plane to trim at a low angle of attack for the wide range of possible
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CG locations,while providing at least+/-10 degreesof elevatordeflection available for
attitudecontrolandmaneuveringtheaircraft.
The 1/4chordof the main wing and the secondary wing were positioned at Xw 1=22" and
Xw2=29 '', respectively, to provide adequate static stability (negative Cmcg vs. oc slope) for
even the most aft cg location of 24.3 inches. The 7" horizontal separation of the two
wings meets the minimum acceptable separation of 6", as explained in section 4.2.2.
Figures 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 show the pitch stability characteristics of the final configuration of
the F-92 Reliant aircraft for the most forward and most aft cg locations. (Xcg=22.4", and
Xcg=24.3")
Figure 7.1.1 :
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Figure 7.1.2:
Cm-alpha curve for most aft CG location
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In calculating the stability curves for figures 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, equations from Reference 6,
(pages 42 to 63 and figure 2.20) were used. The equations are presented in detail in
Appendix B. The moment about the cg due to drag of the airplane components was
neglected, and the angles of attack of each lifting surface was assumed small such that Cos(
ct) = 1 and Sin(a) = o_. Also neglected was any moment caused by the propulsive force of
the propeller, for the moment arm of the thrust vector to the cg is very small. The
contribution of the fuselage to Cmcg was also neglected, and a tail efficiency factor of 0.8
was assumed. It is assumed that any deviation from the stability curves due to these
approximations can be compensated for by the +/-10 degree margin of available elevator
deflection.
7.1.2 YAW STABILITY AND CONTROL
Figure 7.1.3 shows the yaw stability characteristics of the aircraft.
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Equations and empirical expressions used to generate these slopes were obtained from
Reference A, pages 67 to 72. The vertical tail area of 88 in 2 at a horizontal position of
Xv=46" provides sufficient positive slope (Cn vs. 13) to overcome the negative (unstable)
slope due to the fuselage. To maximize rudder control effectiveness, the vertical tail was
positioned as far back as possible without the rudder interfering with the tail elevator. The
rudder size of 11" X 4.5", combined with the polyhedral configuration, was determined
necessary to meet the requirements of roll control (section 7.1.3) This rudder size is more
than adequate to maintain alignment (with a runway, for example) in a crosswind.
Alignment can be maintained at a sideslip angle of up to 17 degrees (This is equivalent to a
crosswind of up to 8.2 ft/s at cruise/landing conditions of 28 ft/s forward velocity.)
7.1.3 ROLL STABILITY AND CONTROL
Requirements for roll stability and control for the Reliant were met by rudder sizing and
wing polyhedral design. We chose not to install ailerons onto the Reliant to save the cost
and weight of an extra servo. The desired control performance required that the aircraft be
capable of turning 90 degrees to the original direction of motion without exceeding a
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distanceof 80 feetin theoriginaldirectionof motion from theinitiation of themaneuverat
cruiseconditions. (In otherwords,if theplanewere flying toward a wall, it could avoid
collision if actionweretakenbeforetheplanecamewithin 80 feet of thewall). Theresults
werebasedonconservativecalculationsthatdeterminedthetime necessaryto yaw androll
for a givenconfiguration.Given thesetimes,thecruisevelocity, and thedesiredradiusof
turn, thetotal distanceto turn the planewasdetermined.For easein manufacturingand
transporting,it wasdeterminedthatthecenterpartof thewing shouldbe5.0feet.This left
2.5feetof wing oneachsidefor polyhedral.In orderto turn within aradiusof 40 feetand
within a straight distance of 80 feet, an effective dihedral angle of 8.5 degreeswas
necessary.This convertedinto a polyhedralangleof 16.2degrees.With this polyhedral
andarudderdeflectionof 15degrees,theplanewill turn at abankangleof approximately
30degreesanda turnradiusof 42 feetat full cargoload.
7.2 CONTROL MECHANISMS
Figure7.2.1showsthecontrolmechanismsinvolved in movingtheelevatorandrudder.
Figure 7.2.1.a
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Figure 7.2.1.b
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FIGURE 7.2.1
Each surface is deflected by means of a push-rod, which is moved by a control servo that is
actuated by signals from a radio receiver. In this way, the ground-based pilot can adjust
the surfaces as necessary to control the aircraft.
7.3 STATIC STABILITY ANALYSIS
Static stability analysis was coupled with control surface sizing and positioning in section
7.1 and is detailed in Appendix B.
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8.0 PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION
Performance estimations relied heavily on the use of two computer applications: TK Solver Plus
Electric Motor Performance Software and the Takeoff (Fortran) program by Dr. S. Batill. TK
Solver is an iteration program which solves equations simultaneously. Takeoff estimates
parameters such as speed, distance, current draw, thrust, and battery drain during takeoff. It is a
MacFortran program which uses an iterative integration technique for time intervals of 0.05
seconds. Below in Table 8.0.1 is a summary of the performance estimates for the current
configuration which is 7.5 pounds fully loaded.
Voltage (volts)
Current (amps)
Battery Drain (mahs)
Time (seconds)
Distance (feet)
Takeoff
14.0
11.2
9.91
3.85
50
Climb
14.0
13.0
12.2
3.37
97.8
Cruise
8.17
5.16
400
279
8100
TABLE 8.0.1 PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION SUMMARY
8.1 TAKEOFF AND LANDING ESTIMATES
The takeoff performance was estimated with the help of the Takeoff program. The tool uses an
approximation of the aircraft acceleration to find the thrust needed to achieve liftoff. The
acceleration is obtained from subtracting the drag and runway friction from the thrust, then
dividing the result by the plane's mass. According to the text Aerodynamics, Aeronautics, and
Flight Mechanics, McCormick (p. 420) the friction constant ranges from 0.02 which represents a
smooth dry paved runway to 0.1 for a grassy field. The particular runway for the technology
demonstrator will be a dry astroturf field. This is similar to a grassy field. Therefore the runway
friction was estimated to be I.t = 0.1. To arrive at the takeoff estimations, the plane's acceleration
and velocity were monitored by the Takeoff program through each time step iteration until lift
equaled weight; the liftoff condition.
Minimum landing distance was estimated to be 167 ft. using drag estimates as explained in section
4.3 and a conservative estimate of 0.07 for the rolling coefficient of friction. To decrease the
landing distance within the allowable limit as determined by runway length, braking capability of
the rear wheel was incorporated, giving a coefficient of kinetic friction of 0.9. (Statics, Merriam
and Kreig, Appendix A) This allows for a landing distance of 59.3 ft. After taking a factor of
safety into consideration, this value meets the requirement of 63 feet as established by the DR&O
(section 2.2.4) except for city "B" where additional braking power must be used to meet the 51
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foot requirement. The estimatesof theselanding distanceswere obtainedusing a spreadsheet
programwhich incrementsthe landingapproachinto small timeintervals. Thesumof forceswas
calculatedin eachinterval, therebyenablingthevelocity to bedeterminedat eachinterval until
motionceased.
8.2 RANGE AND ENDURANCE
After liftoff, 880 mahs still remain in the 900 mah batteries. With the reduced current flow when
airborne (itakeoff = 13.0 Amps; icruise = 5.2 Amps), the plane will be able to sustain flight for over
nine minutes. This results in a range close to 14,500 feel From the DR&O, a range of 8100 feet is
specified. The excess battery capacity is a result of two reasons. Extra battery capacity should be
planned for ground handling and taxiing could, which could use substantial energy. This means
that the batteries need slightly more capacity than 600 mahs. So due to the limited battery choices
available, the F-92 Reliant can fly over 1.5 times the distance for which it was designed.
Figure 8.2.1 shows that the relationship between cargo weight and range is linear. As more
payload is added, the range of the plane decreases. This data shown is for the plane using the 13-5
ZingerJ propeller.
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FIGURE 8.2.1 THE INVERSE RELATION BETWEEN WEIGHT AND RANGE
Figure 8.2.2 shows the aerodynamic ratios for the aircraft. For maximum endurance, the plane is
to fly at the velocity where the Cll-5/Cd is a maximum. This is a phenomenon which applies to
propeller driven airplanes and can be found in Introduction to Flight, J.D. Anderson (p. 296).
Page 295 of the same text explains that for maximum range, a plane is to fly at the velocity
associated with L/D max. The L/D max occurs at about 25 ft/sec. This is the desired flight
velocity because it will result in the largest range. (An explanation of this phenomenon can be
found in Introduction to Flight, J.D. Anderson, p.297)
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FIGURE 8.2.2 AERODYNAMIC RATIOS FOP, THE F-92 RELIANT
8.3 POWER REQUIRED AND AVAILABLE
The power curve compares two performance characteristics - the power available and the power
required. The power available curves are displayed on Figure 8.3.1 as a function of velocity.
There are four curves, each representing a different voltage setting. They are the curves which are
concave down. The second parameter is the power required. It shows the minimum possible
power the plane needs to produce enough thrust to keep it in the air. It does not change with
respect to voltage setting. It is determined by the plane's configuration. It does, however change
due to velocity.
The two intersecting points of the power required and power available curves arc the plane's
minimum and maximum flight velocities. In between these velocities there is excess power
available. Since the plane only needs to smaller amount of power to remain aloft (thus the power
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required),it canuse the excess power for climbing to a higher altitude. The velocity where there is
maximum excess power describes the velocity where the rate of climb reaches a maximum.
The largest velocity possible for the F-92 Reliant is just over 50 ft/sec. This exceeds the maximum
velocity allowable for planes of AeroWorld. This situation can not be remedied because the
maximum velocity is a result of the power available curve, which in turn is a result of the battery
voltage. The 14.4 volts maximum is necessary for takeoff to occur within the design
requirements. Since this cannot be altered for cruise, the plane is 'stuck' with being capable of
reaching velocities it is not allowed to exceed.
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8.4 CLIMBING AND GLIDING
At liftoff, the forward velocity was nearly 26 ft/sec. At a voltage of 14.0 volts, the corresponding
rate of climb is 5.22 ft/sec. As seen on Figure 8.4.1, this is close to the plane's maximum rate of
climb of 5.4 ft/sec. Using a right triangle with legs of 26 and 5.22, the takeoff angle was found to
be 10.9 °. With this angle, the height of twenty feet (maximum cruise altitude) can be achieved in a
ground distance of 97.8 feet with a time of 3.4 seconds. After this point, the plane will have used
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slightly over40 mahsof its capacity. At cruise,thethrottle canbe reduced. That is, the voltage
canbe reducedfrom full at 14 volts, to 8.2 volts at cruise. This is doneto reducethe excess
power. Excesspowerprovidestheability to climb. This is obviouslynot neededat cruise,sothe
voltagelevel is dropped.
Rate of Climb
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Maximum Rate of Climb
0
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FIGURE 8.4.2 RATE OF CLIMB (at 14 Volts; W=7.5 lb)
The minimum glide angle was calculated to be 4.4 degrees, based on the maximum lift to drag rado
of 13, which includes propeller drag when windmilling. This glide ratio allows for a forward
distance of 260 feet to be achieved when cruising at an altitude of 20 feet when power is cut.
8.5 CATAPULT PERFORMANCE ESTIMATE
The catapult performance analysis is included in chapter 13 under the discussion of the technology
demonstrator.
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9.0 STRUCTURAL DESIGN DETAIL
The major concerns in the structural design of our aircraft were the normal operating loads
our aircraft will encounter in its normal operating environment and throughout its flight
envelope, the material yield stresses in the primary load bearing members, and the fatigue
considerations of AeroWorld materials. Presented is a discussion of the optimal fatigue
"factor" for our aircraft/distribution system followed by a presentation of the load factors
and the basic structural design of our aircraft.
Trade studies were conducted comparing the fleet cost per flight based on fuel costs and
production costs versus the flight cycle stress reduction factor defined in the Request for
Proposal (appendix A) for the AeroWorld Transport System Design. The fuel cost
increases per flight because of the increased weight of more material to achieve a higher
number of flight cycles (i.e. lower stress reduction factor)• Appendix C contains the
detailed procedure used to determine this variation. The production costs behave in a
similar manner• The increase in the amount of material needed to achieve higher flight
cycles adds cost for the purchase of more material.
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FIGURE 9.0.1 FLIGHT COSTS IN RELATION TO STRESS REDUCTION FACTOR
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However,this cost increase is outweighed by the decrease in labor hours of production due
to the longer unit life of the fleet. Figure 9.0.1 shows how these costs vary with respect to
the stress reduction factor. It is noted that for stress reduction factors less than 0.5, a
dramatic increase in costs per flight occurs. The region between 0.7 and 0.9 was deemed
optimum when considered with other aspects of our design, such as the low daily flight
cycles for each aircraft and the desire to minimize weight to ensure take-off performance.
Thus, the final value was chosen to be 0.83, corresponding to a life of 600 flight cycles,
where a cycle is defined by a take-off and landing.
9.1 V-n DIAGRAM AND FLIGHT AND GROUND LOAD ESTIMATION
9.1.1 V-n DIAGRAM
The velocity versus load factor diagrams (V-n diagram) for the maximum and minimum
weight configurations are presented in Figures 9.1.1.1 a and b. The diagrams were
prepared using a maximum C! of 1.1, a minimum CI of -.25 for the aircraft, a fully loaded
weight of 7.5 pounds (120 ounces), an empty weight of 5.5 pounds (88 ounces), and a
factor of safety of 1.4. The CI values were determined from the airfoil section data, the
weight estimations are from the preliminary estimation, and the factor of safety was chosen
as an appropriate value for a cargo transport based on existing aircraft data. The normal
operating load factors are all less than 2. The maximum normal flight load of 1.7 occurs
during pull-up at takeoff. The turn radius for this load factor is 40 feet which is limited by
the control surface effectiveness. While the maximum normal flight load is limited by the
minimum possible turning radius and AeroWorld Mach 1 of 30 ft/s, the power available in
the motor and battery combination of the aircraft will allow it to achieve speeds of over 50
ft/s. Thus, a higher load factor can be achieved as a function of CI and Vmax. The
equation is found in Anderson (ref. 1, pg 332, eq. 6.123) as
nmax = 0.5" p*V2*Clmax/(W/S) (9.1.1.1)
A value for Vmax of 35 ft/s was chosen with a corresponding El of 1.1 for the design
objective. This will allow the aircraft to cruise at approximately 50 ft/s at CI of less than
0.7, or fly at the maximum possible CI at a speed slightly over AeroWorld Mach 1. These
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values correspond to a design load factor of 3.2. This value was chosen for three reasons.
A. While the allowable speeds in AeroWorld are limited to 30 ft/s, it might be
possible that in the future this restriction would be lifted in areas where noise is not
a concern. (i.e. over water)
B. It is possible that during the flight test where speed is not monitored that the
aircraft might exceed its allowable operating speed of 30 ft/s.
C. The increased strength will be advantageous in ground handling where the
structure will be subjected to forces much larger than normal flight loads.
In the design developments of the major structural elements, material dimensions were used
for materials which are available pre-cut in an effort to limit the construction time. Material
cross sections are available from 1/8 in by 1/8 in to 3/16 in by 1/2 in incremented in either
dimension by 1/16 in. This discrete size variation means that our member stress factors,
(t_actual]Gallowable), vary discretely and not continually. The requirement that all member
stress factors be less than .83, as determined by the stress reduction factor, was surpassed.
The fact that the actual stress factor was only 72% of the allowable stress factor permitted
the use of a higher factor of safety than was originally intended. This improved factor of
safety was found to be 1.4, which exceeded our objective of 1.2 as stated in the DR&O.
The distinctions between stress factor, stress reduction factor, factor of safety and the
discrete variation of material sizes will be made more apparent in the following sections.
9.1.2 FLIGHT AND GROUND LOAD ESTIMATIONS
The flight load factors of the aircraft may be determined quickly from the V-n diagrams.
The load then is simply defined as
L = n * W (9.1.2.1)
(ref.l., pg 328, eq. 6.105) throughout the flight envelope. Thus, n=l in cruise during
steady level flight. The maximum load factor of 3.2 corresponds to a maximum lift of
25.5 pounds on the lifting surfaces. Divided between the surfaces, this corresponds to
16.6 pounds on the main wing and 8.9 pounds on the secondary wing. Modelling this lift
as a linear distribution along the span of each wing, a root bending moment may be
determined. For the main wing, the maximum root bending moment is determined to be
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250 lb-in, Orapproximately4000oz-in,while thesecondarywing maximumroot bending
momentis found to be I90 lb-in, or 3000oz-in. A singlewing of the sametotal areaand
equal to the combinedaspectratio of the current designwould producea root bending
momentof over 430 lb-in, or almost7000oz-in. Figure 9.1.2.1 showsa comparisonof
themaximummemberstressfactorversuswing densityfor thetandemwingdesignandthe
singlewing design. The stressfactor is the sameaspreviously defined,while the wing
densityis definedasthewing planformareadivided by thewing weight. This produceda
value which could be used to quickly compare wing designs for wings of various
planforms. This quantity was derived during the initial weight estimation phase when it
was desirable to predict a wing weight dependent on planform area based on available data
for AeroWorld aircraft.
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MEMBER STRESS FACTOR IN COMPARISON TO WING
DENSITY FOR SINGLE VS. TANDEM WING DESIGN
This graph can be interpreted to mean that while the individual root bending moments of the
tandem wing design are lower, the over-all wing weight will be quite similar, while the
individual spar stresses are actually higher in the tandem design.
The ground load is maximum on landing. The landing load was determined by assuming a
maximum rate of descent of approximately I0 ft/s. Using this value, the impact time of
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landing was approximately 0.1s. Therefore, using the relation found in Niu (ref 8., pg 69)
the landing load was determined to be 23.3 pounds.
9.2 BASIC STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS, SUBSTRUCTURES, and
ASSEMBLY
In designing the aircraft structurally, the structure was divided into three basic components
each consisting of several substructures. These components consist of the lifting surface,
the fuselage, and the landing gear.
9.2.1 LIFTING SURFACE
The lifting surface is comprised of the primary, or main, wing and the secondary wing.
The aspect ratios of both wings, as well as their planform areas were determined by the
aerodynamic considerations of the aircraft. Several structural designs were considered and
analyses were performed on wing models to determine the best structural configuration
which were then adapted and verified for the tandem wing structure.
The objective of the wing design was to achieve adequate strength throughout the possible
flight envelope (up to a maximum load factor of 3.2) at the minimum weight possible while
taking into account the factor of safety and stress reduction factor discussed previously.
The wing weight goal, or limit, as specified in the DR&O was based on the weights of
previous RPV wing designs for passenger transports increased by approximately 30% to
account for the dramatically increased payload weight.
The wing was analyzed as a composite cantilever beam consisting of non-load bearing
webs representing the spars and flanges representing the spar-caps. The primary stress
was then axial stress due to bending which can be determined from the equation
o = My/Ix (9.2.1.1)
found in Gere and Timoshenko (ref2., pg 214, eq. 5.10). In this analysis, the bending
moment, M, was determined by the distributed lifting force being modeled as a point force
acting at the midpoint of the half-span. This simplified model was used because at the time
of analysis, there was still a question as to the wing locations and the effective interference
in determining the actual wing lift distribution. The moment of inertia, Ix, was the
composite first moment of inertia of the spar caps about the centroid
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Ix = (1/12) bh 3 + (b)(h)y 2 (9.2.1.2)
where b is the base and h the height (ref2.,pg214, eq. 5.8). The distance y at which cr was
measured was determined by the distance from the centroid to the neutral axis of the
individual spar-caps. A short-coming of this analysis technique was that the load bearing
characteristics of the web, or actual spar, were ignored. It was assumed that the rib-web
combination would be adequate to bear the shear forces necessary to ensure that the
individual spar caps act as a single composite beam. The member stress as determined
from equation 9.2.1.1 was then divided by the maximum allowable material stress to
produce the stress factor, which, as a dimensionless quantity, could be easily used to
compare different configurations.
In an aircraft in which the skin is not stressed, the ribs bear virtually no structural loads
except the load required to maintain spar position along the span and serve primarily to
inhibit buckling of the spars and to maintain the airfoil shape. The number of full-chord
ribs needed for structural support was determined through the use of the Euler equation for
thin-column buckling (ref2., pg.557, eq. 11.7)
Pcr = x2EI / L2 (9.2.1.3)
In this equation, the critical load, Pcr, is determined by the moment of inertia of the
individual member and the material modulus of elasticity divided by the length between the
member supports. This equation only needs to be applied to those members which are in
compression. This would correspond to any spar-caps above the centroid, in response to
the lifting forces, and any spars or spar caps behind the centroid, in response to the drag
forces. The member loads can be determined from the previous equation 9.2.1.1. From
these loads, a critical length was determined such that
Lcr = (n2EI / p)l/2 (9.2.1.4)
Full-length ribs were implemented at increments of Lcr as limited by the trailing edge spar.
A simple FORTRAN program was created to determine the moment of inertia and thus the
member stresses and the critical buckling length as well as to determine an .approximate tip-
deflection and wing density. The program used constant spar sizes at the leading and
trailing edges and incremented either the top or bottom spar cap at any intermediate chord
location through the allowable, or rather available, material dimensions until all member
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stressfactors were below 0.83, which was determinedby the design stressreduction
factor. A listing of thisprogrammay befoundin Appendix D.
Several structural configurations were analyzed in an effort to meet and exceed the set
objective strength and weight. It was decided that a spar carry-through design, in which
the center section of the main wing was a single unit to avoid joints in the region of the root
bending moment, would produce the strongest, least weight structure. Figure 9.2.I.I
shows four different spar cap arrangements which were analyzed. From equation 9.2.1.1,
it is apparent that the farther away one is from the centroid, the lower the member stress
will be. (the value of I increases as distance form centroid to spar cap location squared
while y increases linearly) Therefore, spar-caps were initially used at the thickest point on
the airfoil, the 0.40c location. However, since the lifting force would act at the 0.25c
location, large torsional moments would be created about this spar. Thus, it was decided
that the main spar should be at the 0.25c location, and, henceforth, only the areas of these
spar-caps were manipulated. This eliminates the lifting torsional moments while only
decreasing in distance, y, from the centroid by 1%. The goal was initially to use several
small, light-weight spar-caps in an attempt to minimize the number of ribs and thus reduce
"dead" weight and to reduce construction time since rectangular spar members were readily
available and would not have to be cut to size. But it was found that a configuration with
larger spar-caps at the 0.25c with leading edge and trailing edge spars was more effective in
achieving the design goals of high strength and low weight. Figure 9.2.1.2 shows the
maximum stress factor as a function of wing density for the various configurations. The
maximum stresses occurred in tension in the lower 0.25c spar cap. From this figure, it is
noted that the chosen configuration has a ratio almost 10% lower than the other
configurations.
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FIGURE 9.2.1.1 VARIOUS SPAR-CAP ARRANGEMENTS
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DENSITY FOR VARYING SPAR-CAP PLACEMENT
This figure shows that the 4-spar configuration produces a lighter structure which is more
highly stressed. It is then apparent that the most efficient structure is that which has the
most highly stressed members within the allowable limits. This final structural main wing
model consists of spruce spar caps of 0.25 inches in width by 0.125 inches in height at the
quarter chord with a balsa leading edge spar of 0.125 inches in height by 0.125 inches in
width and a balsa trailing edge spar of 0.187 inches by 0.25 inches. For the secondary
wing, the same spar-cap layout at the quarter chord was used but with the upper spar being
0.0625 inches by 0.125 inches and the lower spar being 0.187 inches by 0.187 inches,
with the same dimensioned leading and trailing edge spars. In both the primary and
secondary wing configurations, the maximum rib spacing was determined to be 10.5
inches. To be on the safely conservative side, and since the initial weight was so much
lower than the goal set forth in the DR&O, ribs spacing was set at 9 inches. In this weight
estimation, several holes were cut in each rib to reduce dead weight as much as possible.
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As wasstatedearlier,this designanalysisneglectedthesparweb. In theweightestimation
of this configuration, aweb weight wasestimated.Even in usingconservativeestimates
for rib weight andincreasingthe weightestimateby 4% to accountfor glue andpossible
error in theweight calculation,the weight estimationwasstill over 20% lighter than the
conservativeestimatewhichwasderivedfrom previouspassengerRPV's designedto carry
much lighter payloads. In retrospect,it wasapparentthatpreviousdesignshadbeenover
designedfor their flight requirementsandthatno increasein theaveragewing weight from
thesepreviousdesignswasnecessaryin the initial weightestimationof thisRPV.
Therefore,in aneffort to reducetheweightevenmore,attemptsweremadeto producethe
minimum sparwebbingnecessaryto ensurethatthe spars-capswould act asasingleunit.
A tensionfield beammodelingwasconsideredby modelling thequarterchord asa single
beamwith the upper and lower capsasthe flanges of a beam and the ribs as rods to
determinethe webbingrequired,but it wasfound to bebeyondthe scopethis analysisin
that its precisionexceedsthe needof this analysis. Therewasno needto determinethe
web thicknessto anexactingdegreewhenmaterialproperty variationsarepossiblyquite
large and when it can be seen that previous designs incorporating certain web
configurationsweremorethanadequatefor themission. Thus,aweb configurationsimilar
to previousdesignswasadoptedusing0.0625inch thick plywood webbingfrom theroot
to apoint 9 inchesfrom theroot chordgluedto bothsidesof thespar-caps.From there,the
samethicknesssprucewebbingwasattachedfrom thatpoint to apoint 30 inchesfrom the
root chord on one sideof the sparcaps,and balsawebbingwas thenattachedfrom that
point until a point 18 inches from the wing tip. As with the ribs, 1 inch diameter
lightening holes were cut into this webbing every 1.25 inches along the span. The
secondarywing hadasimilar webdesign.Figure9.2.1.3on thefollowing pagerepresents
a 2-d view of the half spanof the main wing which is representativeof the structural
configuration of both lifting surfaces.The "riblets", or partial chord ribs seenin the
drawingwill bediscussedin thefollowing paragraph.
While thestructuraldesignasdescribedin theprecedingparagraphssatisfiesthe structural
objectivesof theRPVdesignaslaid out in theDR&O, theaerodynamicrequirementsmay
not havebeenmet. With a rib spacingof 9 inches,it is possible that the wing covering
materialwould deformandnot hold thetrue airfoil shape.This would result in a lossof
sectionlift andpossiblyanincreasein drag. For this reason,"riblets", or 0.40c ribs have
beenplacedat intermediatepositionsalongthespanto maintaintheairfoil shapefrom the
leadingedgeto its thickestpoint,wheretheair-flow is mostcritical. This"spacingof airfoil
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riblets at 4.5 inch incrementswasfoundto beconsistentwith previousdesignsin termsof
rib spacingandwasdeemedadequateto achievetheproperairfoil performance.Referring
to Figure9.2.1.3onecanseethelighteningholesin theribs andtheriblets andin the spar
web,aswell asthesparcapandrib dimensions.
The main wing consistsof 3 sectionsandthesecondarywing of two sectionsto meetthe
designrequirementof storageand transportationwithin a 5ft x 2ft x 2ft crate. The main
wing consistsof a 5 foot center carry-through sectionwhich mounts to the top of the
fuselage,andtwo 2.5 foot tip sectionswhich areattachedat anangleof 16.7° to achieve
thedesiredpolyhedralangle. Thesecondarywing consistsof two 3.5foot sectionswhich
mount directly to the sidesof the fuselage. The methodsof wing attachmentwill be
discussedin Chapter10,ConstructionPlans.
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9.2.2 FUSELAGE
Thefuselageservesastheprimary structuralcomponent which fulfills the cargo carrying
mission of this aircraft. The most obvious design requirement was to meet the 1024 cubic
inch payload volume requirement. Other considerations of importance were primary and
secondary wing mounting, landing gear and catapult support, nose structure and engine
mount support, avionics and battery storage and support, and the empennage structure,
including support for horizontal and vertical tail loads.
9.2.2.1 FUSELAGE DIMENSIONS (FIGURE 9.2.2.1)
The mission of the aircraft calls for a payload volume of 1024 cubic inches weighing an
average of 0.03 ounces per cubic inch, or 1.92 pounds total. The AeroWorld payload will
exist in both 4" cubes and 2"cubes. For shipping, a standard pallet was chosen to carry
one 4" cube or eight 2" cubes. Thus, a 4"x8" cross section by 32" length was chosen as
the cargo bay geometry. This will be convenient because it allows for side by side loading
of two rows of cargo. In actuality, the cargo bay will measure 4.125"x8.25"x33". This
additional "safety room" allows for packaging space, slight inconsistencies in cargo size,
and pallet space beneath the cargo.
A deck above the payload bay will hold avionics gear, the primary wing mount, batteries,
and control devices for the tail surfaces. The space will measure 1 "x8.25x43". It covers
the area above the payload bay and extends 10" aft where it supports the rear access hatch
and tail structure. This hatch allows for easy access to the completely unobstructed cargo
bay.
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FIGURE 9.2.2.1
FUSELAGE DIMENSIONS
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The noseextendssix inchesforwardof the cargo bay. It consists of four surfaces tapered
and angled together to form a pyramid. The most forward cross section is 2"x2" where the
propeller shaft protrudes. The motor and speed controller are mounted in the nose section.
9.2.2.2 FUSELAGE SIDE PANELS (FIGURE 9.2.2.2)
The structure of the side panels was modelled on a truss analysis program which allowed
for selection of different materials and various member cross sectional dimensions. This
program and associated data file is included in appendix E. The side panels are the primary
carriers of the major fuselage loads including aerodynamic lift and drag forces from the
wings and tail and the weight forces of the cargo, avionics, and batteries. Three
conditions were modelled at a max load factor of 3.2 (from equation 9.1.1.1): max lift and
drag at max velocity with positive tail lift, max lift and drag at max velocity with negative
tail lift, and a 10 foot per second vertical drop with no lift or drag acting. All of these
conditions included a fully loaded but balanced payload. Each condition resulted in
different critical points within the structure.
Knowing where the chord of each wing and tail would lie, the appropriate fraction of the
maximum aerodynamic forces was applied at the corresponding structural nodes. This
method was also used to model forces due to component weights. For example, all of the
avionics gear would be attached to a floor which in turn lay over three nodes on each side
panel. A value of one sixth the total avionics weight was then modelled at the
• corresponding nodes. The major assumption here is that the force distribution across the
nodes is linear.
FIGURE 9.2.2.2
FUSELAGE SIDE PANEL
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It waspossibleto minimize theweight of the structure to such a degree that every member
would be a different cross section and material. In practice however, such a result is
undesirable due to the obvious complexity in acquiring the materials and then constructing
the structure. Rather, it was desired that the side panels be as easy to build as possible.
Also, the minimum cross sectional dimensions of each member was set at 1/8"xl/8" for
handling considerations. Each of the three main horizontal beams is one piece of uniform
material and cross section. The vertical and diagonal members were kept as uniform as
possible. Some variations were made in areas which required additional support. The
result is that the structure is overdesigned in many areas, yet simple to build. A potential
concern was additional weight, but this turned out to be negligible and worth the time saved
in construction.
9.2.2.3 NOSE AND MOTOR MOUNT (FIGURE 9.2.2.3)
Two independent structures are mounted on the forward end of the fuselage main body.
The first, the electric motor and speed controller mount, consists of an extended platform
upon which the motor mount will be fastened. In the space between the motor mount and
the main body, a platform will hold the speed controller. The harness (power and control
lines) will be routed directly to the upper level of the fuselage main body for attachment to
the appropriate avionics and batteries. The structure was modelled on a three dimensional
truss analysis program to handle inertial loads in any direction up to four "g"s as well as the
maximum thrust produced by the propeller of 3.0 pounds. Overdesign in this area was
deemed conservative and proper due to failure in this area in past designs.
SIDE MOTOR MOUNT MOTOR COWLING
FIGURE 9.2.2.3 BOW AND MOTOR MOUNT
Second, the engine cowling will extend six inches forward of the main body in the shape
of a pyramid. The effect is to taper the nose and reduce bluff body drag as well as
blockage for the propeller. The loads on the cowling will be limited to aerodynamic forces
during flight. These are assumed negligible. A hatch on the top surface of the cowling will
allow access to the motor and speed control. Also, note that the 2"x2" forward section of
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accessto the motor and speedcontrol. Also, note that the 2"x2" forward section of the
cowling remains open, allowing for propulsion system cooling.
9.2.2.4 LANDING GEAR SUPPORT
While the actual landing gear will be discussed in section 9.2.3, the support required by the
fuselage is presented here. At a maximum 10 feet per second descent rate and impact time
of 0.1 seconds, the plane will experience a 3.1 "g" deceleration. Normally it would be
desired that all gear support this load equally. The worst case, for which the design
accounted, is that case when only one wheel strikes first resulting in a single 23.3 pound
applied force. This is handled by distributing the gear attachment to multiple cross beams
on the lower fuselage deck. Analysis was done by hand modelling the combined cross
beams as a single beam under a point load.
9.2.2.5 CATAPULT SUPPORT
A hook will be attached below the forward end of the fuselage main body for use in the
catapult launching of the aircraft. The force expected during catapult launching is expected
to be only 15 pounds, but a support structure for the hook was modelled to handle up to
25 pounds. Again, overdesign in this area was deemed conservative and proper due to
uncertainty in this area and the lack of historical data to consult.
9.2.2.6 EMPENNAGE
As mentioned in section 9.2.2.1, the upper level of the main fuselage body overextends the
cargo bay by ten inches. This area serves two purposes. First, it provides a structural base
at a sufficient moment arm for the tail stability and control surfaces. Second, it provides
the base for the rear access hatch for the cargo bay. The hatch is angled up from the cargo
bay deck to the aft end of the upper deck and it opens downward providing a ramp which
can be used to load cargo.
The 1/4 chord point of the horizontal tail and elevator is mounted one inch from the aft end
of the upper deck. Figure 9.2.2.6.1 illustrates the rectangular planform and flat plate
section. Under maximum elevator deflection at maximum speed of 50 fps, it will carry a
force of 8 pounds. An appropriate sized frame was designed to handle .that load which is
estimated to weigh 4.0 ounces.
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FIGURE 9.2.2.6.1
HORIZONTAL TAIL
AND ELEVATOR
The same procedure was taken for the vertical tail and rudder. The root 1/4 chord is also
attached one inch from the aft end of the upper deck. Figure 9.2.2.6.2 illustrates the
combined triangle and rectangular planform and fiat plate section. Under maximum
elevator deflection at maximum speed of 50 fps, it will carry a side force of 2.18 pounds.
An appropriate sized frame was designed to handle that load which is estimated to weigh
1.0 ounce.
9.2.2.7 CONNECTORS, FLOORING, AND CROSS BRACING
Three tiers of connectors will join the side panels of the main fuselage body. On the lower
deck, sixteen (16) connectors must support the weight of the cargo. On the upper level
deck, fifteen (15) connectors must support the avionics gear and batteries. The ten (10) top
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surfaceconnectorsserve to add handlingsupport and to provide framesfor the access
hatchesto the avionicsandbatteryareas.Figure9.2.2.7.1illustratesthesethree levels in
the x-y plane. Flooring will exist in threeareasand will be 1/16" thick balsasheeting.
First, the entire cargo bay must be floored. Second,on the upper deck, flooring must
supporttheavionicsgear,and third, the batteries must be supported by flooring.
Another consideration for the fuselage is resistance to torsional twisting. Ideally, no loads
would be applied to cause torsion along the length of the fuselage. However, this is
entirely possible in the cases of unusual flight maneuvers, asymmetric cargo loading, and
general handling. The stiffness in each joint due to glueing may be sufficient, but
additional cross bracing was added to ensure safety.
To prevent folding in the x-z plane, one main "X" brace exists at the front end of the cargo
bay. No other main braces exist because they would interrupt the continuous cargo bay.
Therefore, eight smaller "X" braces were placed in the upper deck.
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FIGURE 9.2.2.7.1
TOP, MID, AND LOWER
DECKS (X-Y PLANE)
TOP DECK DECK CARGO DECK
I
16
32
16
24
32
16
24
32
4O
To prevent folding in the x-y plane, eleven "/" braces were placed in each deck. These will
also serve to support flooring and the monokote skin of the fuselage. The "X" braces are
illustrated in figure 9.2.2.7.2 and the "f' braces are included in figure 9.2.2.7.1, noted
above.
FIGURE 9.2.2.7.2 BRACE
BRACES (Z-Y PLANE)
MAIN BRACE
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9.2.2.8 TOTAL FUSELAGE WEIGHT
Table 9.2.2.8 tabulates the estimated weight of each component in the fuselage. This
estimate is based on the actual known weight of each structural member in addition to a
factor of 20% which includes bonding materials and the monokote skin, where applicable.
In certain cases, a 40% factor was used where heavy amounts of bonding material is
expected to be used. This occurs in the engine mount and catapult support areas.
Item Unit Weight Quantity Factor Total Weight
Side Panel 2.51 2 1.2 6.03
Nose/Motor Mount 1.17 1 1.4 1.64
Catapult Support 0.114 1 1.4 0.16
Rear Cargo Bay Hatch 0.066 1 1.2 0.08
Avionics Hatch 0.073 1 1.2 0.087
Battery Hatch 0.073 1 1.2 0.087
Top Level Connectors 0.027 10 1.2 0.323
Mid Level Connectors 0.107 15 1.2 1.93
Base Level Connectors 0.107 16 1.2 2.06
Main Xsec Brace 0.24 1 1.2 0.288
Top Xsec Braces 0.144 8 1.2 1.38
• Avionics Floor 0.418 1 1.2 0.501
Battery Floor 0.418 1 1.2 0.501
Cargo Bay Floor 1.53 1 1.2 1.84
Diagonal Braces 0.0255 33 1.2 1.01
Total Weight 17.91 ounces
TABLE 9.2.2.8 FUSELAGE WEIGHT BREAKDOWN (ounces)
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9.2.3 LANDING GEAR
Landing gear must be designed to fulfill a number of often conflicting roles and
requirements. Two of the most critical roles are to provide a stable platform for the aircraft
on the ground, and to absorb and distribute ground handling and impact loads. Other
factors that must be taken into consideration are propeller and fuselage clearance, ground
handling behavior, and landing gear components' weight and drag penalties.
The design of the landing gear of the F-92 Reliant was driven primarily by component
strength and the required fuselage ground angle. Based on a DR&O requirement that all
components be able to withstand 3.5 g loadings, the landing gear was designed to undergo
landing of a single side with vertical loads of up to 3.5 g without deforming, and also to
withstand the forces associated with the catapult launch test. Further, this had to be done
without overstressing the portion of the fuselage near the attachment point of the landing
gear.
After investigating several different sizes and shapes of materials, including hollow tubing,
90 ° angle iron, and solid rod, it was decided to construct the landing gear from 0.25 inch
aluminum rod. For the main gear, this rod would be bent into the configuration illustrated
in Figure 9.2.3.1.
FIGURE 9.2.3.1
LANDING GEAR DESIGN
I
FUSELAGE
--.. r i--..
3.0" 4.2"
I
TOP VIEW FRONT VIEW
Under landings of 3.5 G, this design deflects 0.9 inches, maintaining propeller clearance of
2.0 inches in the event of a hard landing.
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In additionto providing impactprotectionfor thefuselageandpropeller, the landing gear
mustprovidea stableplatform for theaircraftwhile it is on theground. With this in mind,
a wheelbaseaswide asis practicalmust beconsidered.For theF-92 Reliant, thewheel
baseis 14.65inches,with thetail gearlocated29 inchesto therear. For thisconfiguration,
the tip-over angle is 61.34°. This value representsan aircraft of borderline stability.
However, this anglewould neverbe reached,sincethe tips of the lower wing strike the
groundat bankanglesof slightly greaterthan10°. This fact, coupledwith the aircraft's
lack of ailerons,makesit critical for thepilot to makea straightapproachin landing. To
accountfor anypilot error,anablativepadwill beattachedto theundersideof thewingtips
to reducethedamageandimpactto thewing in theeventof anunevenlanding.
The tail gearwasalsodesignedto withstandavertical impactof 3.5g. In orderto provide
steeringcapability, a systemhadto bedesignedto relay theactuatorcommandsfrom the
servosin theupperportionof thefuselageto thelandinggearin the lower section. Several
conceptswere considered,including running connectorsalong the bottom floor of the
cargobayandinsertingaremovablecolumnthroughthecargobay. Actual selectionof the
method was left until constructiontime so that the feasibility of the systemscould be
thoroughlyinvestigated.The tail gearprojects4.64inchesbelow thefuselage,giving the
aircraft therequired4° groundangle.
TYPE:Tail-dragger
MAIN GEAR POSITION:10.0"
TAIL GEAR POSITION: 39.0"
GROUND TRACK: 14.65"
TIP-OVERANGLE: 61°
TABLE 9.2.3.
MATERIAL: 0.25" Aluminum
MAIN WHEELS: 2.5" Foam
TAIL WHEEL: 1.50" Foam
WHEEL BASE: 28.9"
WEIGHT: 7.0 oz.
LANDING GEAR DATA
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9.3 MATERIAL SELECTION
The major factors involved in the selection of materials included strength, material
availability, andtheeaseof workmanship. For most of the airframe, soft-woods such as
spruce and balsa were found to be ideal. Spruce was chosen for the main spar caps on
both wings, and for the main load bearing elements of the fuselage. Balsa was used for the
noncritical parts of the fuselage and empennage structures, and the leading and trailing edge
spars of the wings. These materials are readily available through many sources in a wide
variety of pre-cut dimensions, provide very good strength to weight characteristics, and are
easily cut, shaped, and joined with the use of the proper adhesives into the desired
structural configuration. For areas of high loads, such as the engine mount, the landing
gear mount, and the webbing near the root chord of the main wing, birch plywood was
selected. This plywood offers a much higher modulus of elasticity and isotropic in-plane
characteristics which are desirable for these areas. For the RPV skin, Monokote was
selected. Monokote was selected due to its availability, its ease of application, and the fact
that previous available data and models give a good representation of its expected
characteristics. The following Table 9.3.1 lists the selected materials and their
characteristics.
Material p(Ib/in 3) _com(psi) aten(psi) t_xy(psi) E(psi)
Balsa 0.0058 600 400 200 65000
Spruce 0.016 9000 6200 750 1.3e6
Plywood 0.0231 2500 2500 2500 2.0 le6
Monokote 0.125e-6 N.A. 25000 25000 ??
TABLE 9.3.1 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The material properties of wood as opposed to those of isotropic materials such as
aluminum presented several problems in the preliminary analysis. For an isotropic
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material,thefailure mechanismis primarily shear.Whenanelementis axially loaded,the
shearforce on aplanewhich is 45degreesfrom theloadedaxiswill typically exceedthe
material shearstressbeforethe compressiveor tensile stressis exceeded. The primary
considerationof cut wood whichmustbe takenintoaccountis that thematerialvaluesare
in relationto thegrainorientation.
While aplanarisotropicmaterialsuchasplywood will havea_xx, ayy, and axy, which are
related to the various surfaces of an element rotated in the xy plane, the values of
compression or tension for spruce or plywood are relative only to the grain. If shear were
caused along the grain boundaries, the given value of axy would be the value for failure. If
the grain were axially loaded in compression or tension, the values given would be the
proper failure values. If the forces are applied perpendicularly to the grain boundaries, the
allowable stress values would be smaller. Therefore, it is critical that the grain be oriented
in the proper direction in the construction. The maximum tensile or compressive values
used in analysis are those listed in the table. The maximum tensile values were used as the
maximum allowable stresses in tension or compression such that the smaller of the two
allowable stress values were used so that in the event that the RPV were loaded in a
negative sense, it would be as strong as it would be during normal flight loadings.
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10.0 CONSTRUCTION PLANS
The construction of the F-92 Reliant will begin with the simultaneous construction of
several of the major assemblies. The major assemblies are divided into the three major
components discussed in the previous section, the lifting surfaces, the fuselage, and the
landing gear. These groups can then be further divided into subgroups. The lifting
surfaces include the main wing, consisting of the carry-through section and the wing tips,
and the secondary wing, consisting of two half-span sections. The fuselage can be divided
into three sections : the nose, including the motor mount and cowling; the main body; and
the empennage, including the vertical and horizontal stabilizers and control surfaces. After
the structure is complete, the landing gear, propulsion components, and avionics gear will
be attached.
10.1 MAJOR ASSEMBLIES
10.1.1 LIFTING SURFACES
10.1.1.1 MAIN WING
The main wing consists of a center, 5-foot carry-through section which mounts to the top
of the fuselage and two 2.5 foot tip sections which will be attached to the carry-through
section at the desired angle required for stability, thus producing a wing with polyhedral.
The carry-through section will be attached to the fuselage by means of 5/16 inch diameter
dowel rods mounted in a bracket coming out of the top of the fuselage near the proper
location of the wing quarter chord, with nylon screws with a variable number of spacers
:securing the trailing edge. The spacers will be used such that the angle of incidence of the
wing will be easily changeable to adapt to the conditions and to optimize the actual design
configuration in the event that modification is necessary. The carry-through section will be
constructed with spruce spar caps of 0.25 inches in width by 0.125 inches in height at the
quarter chord with a balsa leading edge spar of 0.125 inches in height by 0.125 inches in
width and a balsa trailing edge spar of 0.187 inches by 0.25 inches. The main wing carry-
through will contain 7 full chord ribs and 7 riblets alternating every 4.5 inches made out of
0.0625 inch balsa. 0.0625 inch Plywood webbing will be integrated over the center 2 feet
of the carry-through section to ensure adequate support. Spruce webbing will then be
employed for 9 inches on either side of the center section. Then balsa will be used from
those points to points 9 inches from the end of the center section where plywood will again
be employed to support the tip mount.
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Thetips of themainwing will beconstructedusingsimilar spardimensions. The tips will
employ 0.0625 inch plywood webbingover the first 4.5 inches,with balsathrough the
next 9 inches,and no webbingover the last foot and a half. The tips will be mounted
through the useof a 0.125 inch thick sprucebeamof approximately 3 inches in length
which will extendfrom thetip sectionandinsertinto thecarry throughsectionandbeheld
betweenthesparsandwebbing.For thesecondarywing, thesamespar-caplayout will be
used. In both theprimary andsecondarywing configurations,the maximum rib spacing
wasdeterminedto be 10.5 inches. To beon the conservativeside,and since the initial
weight wassomuch lower thanthe goal setforth in theDR&O, ribs spacingwassetat 9
inches. In this weightestimation,severalholeswerecut in eachrib to reducedeadweight
asmuchaspossible.
With a rib spacingof 9 inches,it is possiblethat thewing coveringmaterialwould deform
andnot hold thetrue airfoil shape.This would result in a lossof sectionlift andpossibly
an increase in drag. For this reason, "riblets", or 0.40c ribs have been placed at
intermediatepositionsalongthespanto maintaintheairfoil shapefrom theleadingedgeto
its thickestpoint, wherethe air-flow is mostcritical. This spacingof airfoil riblets at 4.5
inch incrementswas found to beconsistentwith previousdesignsin termsof rib spacing
and wasdeemedadequateto achieve the proper airfoil performance. Figure 10.1.1.1
shows a 3-view of theroot andcarry throughsectionof themain wing. Onecanseethe
lighteningholes in theribs andtheriblets, aswell as in thesparweb,aswell asthe spar
capandrib dimensions.
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FIGURE 10.1.1.1 THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIEW OF
MAIN WING CARRY-THROUGH
1
4.5g
I
9.00
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10.1.2 FUSELAGE
The fuselage construction team will first build the main body which will serve as the base
to which all other components will be attached. These components include wings, tails,
nose, engine mount, and landing gear.
10.1.2.1 MAIN BODY
The first task in constructing the main body is to fabricate the port and starboard side
panels. These are illustrated in figure 9.2.2 (see section 9). For simplicity in construction,
the side panel was designed with 3 main horizontal beams. These are connected vertically
by members of the same material and cross section every 3 inches. The exception is at the
forward end and the aft end of the cargo bay where heavier beams are used. Next, the
angled support pieces for the rear access hatch will be attached. Finally, the cross beams
will be added in each mesh.
With the side panels completed, they will be joined on each of the three levels by
connecting beams which were described in section 9.2.2.7. The cross bracing will also be
added at this time. On the lower deck, the additional beams for landing gear support and
catapult support will also be added. Flooring will not be added at this time in order to
allow for maximum access during subsequent construction and attachment of other
components.
10.1.2.2 NOSE AND ENGINE MOUNT
With the main body structure complete, the nose cowling and engine mount will be
attached. Achieving high sturdiness and bonding will be critical to the stability of the
engine mount. The actual engine mount hardware should be secured at this time. Then the
cowling may be attached.
10.1.2.3 EMPENNAGE
The angled support pieces for the rear access hatch were attached when constructing the
side panel, but the actual hatch door must be built now. The door is hinged on the cargo
bay floor and opens downward to provide a ramp for loading cargo.
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The vertical tail and rudder will be attachedat this time. The componentsshould be
fabricatedprior to attachment.Excesslengthshouldremainat thebaseof theverticalposts
in theverticaltail structurefor bondingto themainbody.
Thehorizontaltail andelevatorwill alsobefabricatedasseparatecomponents.This is for
constructionsimplicity aswell asfor meetingspecifications; the tail span is 36 inches
which will not meet packaging constraints unless it is removable. Therefore, the
horizontal tail will be laid out similarly to the fuselage side panel. Note that it is a flat plate
and does not require airfoil cross sections. It will be bonded and coated with Monokote.
Then it may be secured to the main body with appropriate hardware.
10.1.3 LANDING GEAR ASSEMBLY
The landing gear is bent to meet the specifications shown in Figure 9.2.3.1. It is then
attached to the base of the fuselage using epoxy to form a solid joint. The tail gear is
inserted, leaving space above it to attach it to the control rods that serve the rudder. The
final method for allowing steering capability is to be decided once the space available has
been finally and physically determined.
10.2 COMPLETE PARTS COUNT
The values given in this section correspond to the quantities of raw materials purchased to
construct a given component or group of components.
10.2.1 LIFTING SURFACE
The lifting surface is comprised of the wing carry through section, the wing tips, and the
secondary wing. These are grouped in a single section to reflect how the raw materials will
be used. For example, in the carry through section 10 feet of 1/4 x 1/8 spruce were
needed, but these can only be purchased in 36 inch lengths, resulting in the need for 3 1/3
pieces. The extra 2/3 of a piece could then be used in the secondary wing to lengthen the
36 inch pieces to the required 42 inches. This raw material listing reflects an effort to
minimize scrap in the actual construction of the wings.
(12) 36"x 1/4" x 1/8" spruce
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(6)
(6)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
36" x 1/8" x 1/8" balsa
36" x 1/4" x 1/8" balsa
36" x 4" x 1/16" balsa sheet
24" x 8"x 1/16" plywood sheet
12" x 4" x 1/16" plywood sheet
24" x 3" x 1/4" spruce
10.2.2 FUSELAGE
SIDE PANELS:
(4)
(14)
(1)
(2)
36" x 1/8" x 3/16" balsa
36" x 1/8" x 3/16" spruce
12" x 3/16" x 3/16" balsa
12" x 3/16" x 3/16" spruce
CONNECTING BEAMS AND BRACES
(6) 36" x 1/8" x 1/8" balsa
(3) 36" x 1/8" x 3/16" spruce
(1) 36" x 3/16" x 3/16" balsa
(5) 36" x 3/16" x 3/16" spruce
BOW AND ENGINE MOUNT
(1) 36"x 1/4" x 3/16" Spruce
(1) 36"x 3/16" x 1/8" Spruce
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(1) 36"x 1/8" x 3/16" Balsa
(1) 36"x 1/8" x 1/8"Balsa
VERTICAL TAIL
(2) 36" x 1/4" x 3/16" Spruce
(2) 36"x 1/4" x 1/8" Balsa
HORIZONTAL TAIL
(4) 36"x 1/4" x 3/16" Spruce
(2) 36"x 1/4" x 1/8" Balsa
(1) 36" x 1/4" x 1/8" Spruce
CATAPULT & LANDING GEAR SUPPORT
(2)
(1)
(1)
36"x 1/4" x 1/4" Spruce
24" x 3/16" x 2" Bass
6" x 1/8" Diameter Brass Rod
10.2.3 LANDING GEAR
0.25" Diam. Aluminum Rod
1.25" Diam. Foam Wheels
0.75" Diam Rubber Wheel
Lock Washers
2
1
4
10.2.4
(1)
(1)
AVIONICS
Radio Transmitter / Receiver Pair
Receiver Battery
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(2) Servos
(2) Pushrods
10.2.5
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
PROPULSION SYSTEM
Astro 15 Electric Motor
Speed Controller
Fuse
Six Packs of P-90-SCR Panasonic Batteries
30" 2-Conductor cable to connect battery packs to speed controller
10.3 ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
Once again, the aircraft will be divided into its major components and substructures. These
major components will be constructed simultaneously by small teams of 2 or 3 people in an
effort to bring all elements to completion at the same time, thus employing all members of
the group as efficiently as possible.
10.3.1 MAIN WING
The main wing will be the most challenging to construct and requires the most precision in
that slight variations in the lift distribution over the primary lifting surface can cause drastic
effects in the predicted flight performance. The primary show stopper in this, as in all
areas, is weight. Every effort must be made to keep the weight to its predicted values.
The spar-caps will be purchased pre-cut and consist of solid shafts through each of the 3
sections of the main wing. The airfoils shapes, ribs and riblets, will be produced
simultaneously in bulk to achieve a uniform shape and close tolerances. The creation of
lightening holes in both the ribs and riblets represents a time consuming process, but one
which will be necessary to achieve the desired performance. The ribs and riblets will be
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attachedsimultaneouslyto both theleadingedgeandlower quarterchord spars. Then the
upperquarterchord sparand trailing edgesparcanbe added. The webbingcan thenbe
attachedto the spars. Next, the structural attachmentpoints must be assembledor
machined.And finally, thesectionscanbecoatedwith theaircraftskin,monokote.
10.3.2 SECONDARY WING
The secondary wing is almost identical to the f'u'st in its actual construction, except that the
chord is shorter, and thus the ribs are smaller. The two sections will be constructed out of
single piece spruce and balsa spars, with the construction occurring in the same fashion as
above.
10.3.3 FUSELAGE
As noted in section 10.1.2, the critical component to fabricate is the main body of the
fuselage. Once this is complete, all other components may be fitted for accurate
dimensions and tolerances, then attached.
0 °
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11.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The F-92 Reliant and the distribution system it serves does not operate in a vacuum. Just
as the environment in which the aircraft operates impacts the design of the craft, the aircraft
also can have significant, and often detrimental effects on its surroundings. It is the
responsibility of the designers and operators to ensure that these effects are avoided or
minimized to the greatest possible extent.
11.1 DISPOSAL COSTS
The actual disposal of each F-92 RELIANT aircraft after its useful life has expired is a
difficult issue, considering the wide variety of components included in the construction.
While certain components will have reached or in fact exceeded their safe operation limits,
others will experience little if any wear detrimental to their performance. In light of that,
the salvage of these usable parts is of great economic and environmental importance.
Reducing the amount of waste material per aircraft reduces the volume of material actually
being disposed. This reduction in disposal volume in turn reduces the expenditures
necessary to find final resting places for the materials.
11.2 NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
Since the F-92 RELIANT is a part of a system that's designed operating environment
includes night flights around populated areas, it is critical to the success of the overnight
delivery system that the aircraft produce as little noise pollution as possible. There are two
avenues by which this noise can be reduced : design and operations.
From the design standpoint, the propeller is the primary source of noise, with the power
plant being the distant secondary source. As a system, however, these two account for
approximately 80% of the total noise generation of the aircraft system. Since the greatest
noise will be generated at takeoff and landing, which coincidentally occur in the greatest
proximity to population centers, care must be taken to optimize the noise characteristics for
these environments. Fortunately this can be done without any harm to the performance of
the aircraft. The most effective way of reducing noise is to increase the number of blades
on the propeller. Other techniques include choosing a larger engine to reduce the
percentage of maximum power used at takeoff. The lower the ratio of power used to
power available, the lower the noise production.
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From theoperationsstandpoint,theoperatorsof the F-92 RELIANT shouldwork in co-
operationwith theappropriatecivil authoritiesto minimize theimpactof Reliantoperations
on the public. This shouldinclude the establishmentof noiseabatementflight profiles,
possibleflight blackouthours,andairport loadlimits. Public acceptanceis critical to the
successof thepackagedeliverysystem.If thenegativeimpactof thenoiseof thesystemis
greaterthanthe serviceperformedby the aircraft, the networkis certain to lose business
andeventuallyfail. It is thereforenotonly socially but economicallyimperative that the
aircraft impact as little as possible on the acoustic environment of the citizens of
AeroWorld.
11.3 WASTE AND TOXIC MATERIALS
Although the majority of the structure of the F-92 RELIANT is biodegradable, certain
components of the power system pose a threat to the environment, particularly during
production or in the event of a crash.
While the engine itself is a non-polluting electric system, the Nickel Cadmium batteries are
a source of possible heavy metal contamination of the environment. Special care should be
taken during the production of the batteries to minimize the chance of leakage. Since the
batteries are supplied by a sub-contractor, care should be taken to insure that the sub-
contractor follows all required as well as prudent measures to prevent contamination.
The inclusion of these batteries in the aircraft also poses a problem in the event of an
aircraft accident. Careful location and padding of the batteries would reduce the chances of
battery rupture. Also important are the flammability characteristics of the batteries.
Finally, disposal of the batteries poses a long term problem. Although with careful use, the
batteries can be used for several generations of aircraft, eventually it will become necessary
to dispose of the materials. Every effort should be made to recycle as many of the
components as possible, with the remainder of the components being prudently disposed of
to the best of the ability of available technology.
Although primarily an aircraft corporation, AE 441 should foster the development of
cleaner power sources of power as well as improved handling techniques for the current
technologies. Examples include the acceleration of the zinc-air battery system, which not
only offers improved materials characteristics but also offers the prospect of greatly
reduced fuel costs to the operator.
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12.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
The primary consideration in creating the transportation system is profit making both for
the designer and the user. Instrumental to this is an accurate assessment of both the
marketing strategies and the costs incurred in building and using the aircraft. This includes
the cost of the materials and components used in building the ahcraft, the labor necessary to
carry out the constrL]ction, and the fuel and operations costs of daily use of the
12.1 PRODUCTION COSTS
12.1.1 COST ESTIMATES
The cost of construction of the technology demonslrator is broken up into two primary
areas--materials and labor. The materials costs are further subdivided into avionics, power
supply, engine, and actual construction materials.
The early estimation of production costs and times was complicated by the fact that the
design configuration was not solid. However, as aircraft configuration and performance
became more concrete and more accurately estimated, a production cost breakdown was
made, the results of which arc displayed in Figure 12.1.1. Table 12.1.1 itemizes the actual
cost estimates made.
1735%
F.L_ of _ B_ d Producti_ Co_
FIGURE 12.1.1
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ITEM
MATERIALS
AVIONICS
MOTOR
BATTERY
CONSTRUCTION
VAIk_
$160
$272
$125
$40
130 hours
COST ($ AeroWorld)
64,000
108,800
50,000
16,000
130,000
TABL_ 12.1.1
Some of these factors, namely the motor and battery costs, were known precisely for the
aircraftsincethepropulsionand fuelssystemswere setearlyin thedesignproject.The
figurefortheavionicstooisa setfiguresincetheequipment isstandardto allAE 441
aircraft. The cost of other construction mat_d.als, as well as the estimate of labor required
is based on an analysis of historical data compiled from previous construction efforts
undertaken in previous AE 441 projects.
Production costs shown here are based on the construction of a single prototype vehicle.
The costs are not representative of the costs incurred in manufacturing the fleet of aircraft
required to provideG-Dome withthelevelof service theydesire. The implementationof a
mass productionsystem,ratherthanthehand_ natureoftheoriginalprototypewould
reduceboth_e laborand materialscosts.A furthereductionincostscouldbe achievedby
maximizing the interchangeability among the Reliant variants within the fleet.
Possibly the most important method of reducing the cost to the user, and increasing AE
441's profits is the buy back program proposed for the F-92 Reliant. With AE 441 buying
each aircraft back from its user at the end of its useful life (600 flights), the costs to both
partiesarereduced.The userno longerhas toworry aboutdisposalcosts,and therelative
price of the aircraftfor the user drops significantly.This buy back program is
advantageousforAE 441 inthatitallowsthesalvageand reuseofnon-stressedpartsof the
Reliant.For example,engines,batteries,peedcontrollers,and certainlow loadstructural
partsdo notexperiencethesame serviceloadingasthewing,and may possiblybe ratedfor
re-usein otheraircraft.This "cannibalism"of partshas been successfullypracticedin
militaryand otherorganizationforyears,and institutingitfrom thestartoftheF-92 Reliant
program has benefitsto allinvolved. The environmentaladvantagesof the buy-back
program arediscussedinsections11.1and 11.3.
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12.2 MAINTENANCE COSTS
The estimated maintenance costs of the F-92 Reliant is $25 per flight. This is based on a
battery change time of 30 seconds. This is accomplished by the simplification of the
battery access and distribution within the _ Further reduction in fleet maintenance
could be achieved by making a modular power system, allowing all aircraft in the fleet to
use the same basic power supply system.
12.3 OPERATIONS COSTS
The estimation of the operational costs of the F-92 Reliant is complicated by the fact that the
distribution system uses a fleet of several different sizes of aircraft, each with their own
performance and cargo characteristics. Estimations that involve a single aircraft will
therefore result in less efficient, more costly operations than win be found in actual
operations. Further, each route represents a different flying range and time of travel, and
scheduling would place the appropriate altumf't on each route. Cost estimation, however,
assumes that each route is flown by the same aircraft, at a given cargo loading and fuel
consumption per foot flown. This too leads to greater envr between the actual operational
costs and those predicted here. These values, however, offer a worst case scenario for
costs, and actual operations will provide information to more accurately predict future
costs.
There are two primary drivers of operations costs--fuel and servos. Of these, fuel is by far
the greater, representing more than 95% of the cost of each flight. Based on a maximum
fuet cost, and on two servos per aircraft, the cost per flight of each aircraft would be
approximately $5500 to the AeroWorid operator. This does not represent the cost per flight
that is necessary to recoup the capital investment in the alxcraft.
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13.0 THE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR
Initial testing of the technology demonstrator has proved unsuccessful. Details of the tests,
as well as planned modifications and future tests, are explained in section 13.3. Sections
13.1 and 13.2 describe the outcome of the technology demonstrator before any flight
testing. Section 13.4 presents cost and labor data for construction of the technology
demonstrator.
13.1 CONFIGURATIONAL DATA AND GEOMETRY
Every effort was made to strictly adhere to the design specifications for weight, dimensions
and placement of components. (One exception to this was the orientation of the horizontal
lifting surfaces, as explained in section 13.3.1) During the design phase it was expected
that there would be variations in material weight, dimensions, and performance as well as
unforeseeable problems by the inexperienced team members. Therefore consideration was
given toward adding flexibility to the design configuration. Examples of this flexibility
include:
1 - Sufficient room was given for variable longitudinal and lateral placement of
the batteries. This allowed for fine tuning of the center of gravity once the
technology demonstrator was complete.
2 - The main wing could be secured at variable angles of attack. This allowed
for adjustment after other lifting surfaces had been fixed at incorrect angles of
attack.
3 - The variable height tail gear was added to compensate for errors made when
setting angles on the lifting surfaces. This allowed for varying the angle of
attack of the fuselage during ground roll in order to avoid stalling during
takeoff.
4 - A slot was built for placing the vertical tail rather than a fixed joint. This
allowed for varying the placement of the vertical tail in order to make
attachment of the horizontal tail and elevator less difficult.
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5 - A dual catapulthook wasattacheddueto uncertaintywith therequirements
andoperationof thattest. With twopointsof attachment,themore favorable
onemaybeutilized for betterperformance.
6 - Plentyof hatcheswereprovidedfor excellentaccessto all gearwhich might
needattentionaswell asreduceAeroWorldmaintenancetime. Theseinclude
thenosehatchfor motor,fuseandspeedcontrol access;theavionicshatchfor
avionicsaccess,servoadjustments,systembatterycharging,and access to the
main gear attachments; the main wing hatch for access to the main wing
mount; the battery hatch for battery charging, steering access, and pushrod
adjustments; and finally the main cargo bay hatch which in addition to use for
cargo, gave additional access to the tail gear and pushrods.
7 - Use of variable sensitivity control horns and pushrods allowed for calibration
and sensitivity adjustment of control surfaces and the steerable tail wheel. It
was expected that adjustment would be necessary after taxi and flight tests.
Overall dimensions of the technology demonstrator matched those of the design
specification with the exceptions of slight variations (+/- 1/8 inch) in few areas. Difficulties
which contributed to these variations included warping of the wood under glue and
monokote loads as well as the lack of high accuracy jigs. Tolerances in cutting and sanding
pieces to the specified shapes were also a factor.
The dimensions of the Technology Demonstrator are as follows:
Overall Length
Overall Height
Fuselage Length
Fuselage Max Width
Fuselage Max Height
Primary Wing Span
Primary Wing Chord
Secondary Wing Span.
Secondary Wing Chord
Horizontal Tail / Elevator Span
55.75 inches
21.75 inches
50.1 inches
8.56 inches
8.56 inches
9.86 feet
10.25 inches
7.69 feet
7.75 inches
3.0 feet
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HorizontalTail / Elevator Chord
Vertical Tail / Rudder Height
Vertical Tail / Rudder Tip Chord
Vertical Tail / Rudder Root Chord
8.94 inches
11.0 inches
5.56 inches
10.63 inches
The angles of the Technology Demonstrator are as follows:
Main Wing
Secondary Wing
Horizontal Tail
Mounted Angle of Attack Relittive to Fuselage
8 degrees
14 degrees
4 degrees
13.2 WEIGHT DATA AND CENTER OF GRAVITY
For the most part, weight predictions were very accurate and slight additions in some
components were negated by lighter-than-expected components. When completed,
however, the aircraft was 0.5 pounds overweight. This is primarily due to two
components which were underestimated: the main and secondary wing mounts. Another
culprit was the batteries which weighed 0.2 pounds more than expected. This added
weight would result in 25% less payload capacity. However, no payload was loaded for
the technology demonstrator tests.
Values which are presented below in table 13.2 may be compared with the design values
given in table 6.1. Due to problems which arose during the flight tests (discussed in
section 13.3), weight data will be presented for two cases. Table 13.2 contains the
breakdown by component of the total aircraft weight. The initial results corresponding to
the design configuration are first given. These indicate a center of gravity at 23.75 inches
and total weight of 6.0 pounds (no payload). As will be discussed in 13.3, a second
configuration was used in which the secondary wings were removed and ballast was placed
in the nose. The ballast consisted of 10.0 ounces of lead secured above the motor mount.
The total weight for this second case was 6.14 pounds and the center of gravity was at
21.5 inches.
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TABLE 13.2 Component Weights, Positions, & Center of Gravity
For Technology Demonstrator
Component Weight Weight Xpos Zpos m*X m*Z
(lbf) (oz) (inches) (inches) (oz-in) (oz-in)
Receiver & Antenna 0.061 0.98 10.00 5.00
Radio Battery 0.132 2.11 8.00 5.00
Servo (Elevator)
Servo (Rudder&Steering)
Pushrod (Elevator)
Pushrod (Rudder&Steering)
0.041
0.041
0.047
0.047
0.65
0.65
0.75
0.75
11.00
11.00
30.50
30.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
9.80 4.90
16.88 10.55
7.15 3.25
7.15 3.25
22.88 3.75
22.88 3.75
Fuselage & Motor Mount
Main Wing - High
Main Wing Mount
Secondary Wing - Low
Secondary Wing Mount
Vertical Tail & Rudder
HorizontalTail & Elevator
1.094
0.813
0.266
0.419
0.125
0.088
0.253
17.50
13.00
4.25
6.70
2.00
1.40
4.05
23.00
22.00
23.00
29.00
29.00
46.00
50.00
2.50
6.00
6.00
-0.75
-0.75
12.60
5.75
Main Gear 0.394 6.30 11.00 -4.00
Tail Gear & Steering 0.175 2.80 38.00 -2.00
Engine & Clamp 0.563 9.00 3.00 2.00
Speed Control 0.110 1.76 6.50 3.00
Propeller 0.057 0.91 0.50 1.75
Battery (P90SCR) x 6 0.567 9.07 34.50 4.75
34.50Battery (P90SCR) x 6 9.07
2.30
0.567 4.75
Battery Cable 0.144 20.75 4.50
Ballast 0.563 9.00 3.00 3.25
Total Weights:
402.50 43.75
286.00 78.00
97.75 25.50
194.30 -5.03
58.00 -1.50
64.40 17.64
202.50 23.29
69.30 -25.20
106.40 -5.60
27.00 18.00
11.44 5.28
0.46 1.59
312.92 43.08
312.92 43.08
47.73 10.35
27.00 29.25
Centers of Gravity:
23.75 3.14= CG: X = CG: Z
3.42
Design Configuration:
(Both Wings/No Ballast) 6.000 96.00 IPounds Ounces
Altered Configuration:
[(Main Wing Only/Ballast)
6.144 98.30 I
IPounds Ounces I 21.50= CG: X = CG: Z
13.3 TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR TESTS
After completing the construction of the technology demonstrator, several tests were
planned to compare its performance with the predicted design values. Because of
several difficulties with getting the technology demonstrator to fly properly, we were
unable to use these tests for that purpose. Instead, the tests provided a means of finding
the source of the problems associated with the technology demonstrator-- whether it be a
design problem or a construction problem, or a combination of the two. Section 13.3
describes the discrepancies between the aircraft design and the actual construction of the
technology demonstrator. This section also describes the safety considerations taken and
the results of the tests, as well as future test plans and planned construction modifications.
13.3.1 TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR DISCREPANCIES
Before constructing the technology demonstrator, it was decided to modify the design
slightly. For the design configuration, the fuselage was expected to fly at a 6-degree angle
of attack under full cargo load. To decrease drag at cruise, it was desired to bring this
fuselage angle as close to zero as possible. To accomplish this, the incident angles of the
two wings and horizontal tail could all be increased 6 degrees with respect to the fuselage.
The restriction against this plan was the possibility of stall at takeoff. It was thus decided
to shift the horizontal surfaces by an intermediate value of 4 degrees, allowing the fuselage
to be orientated at 2 degrees instead of 6 degrees during cruise.
For the most part, the construction of the technology demonswator went smoothly and did
not deviate from the intended design until the very end. The construction of the lower,
secondary wing mount was intended to be secured at an angle of 8 degrees with respect to
the fuselage. The actual angle turned out to be 14 degrees, and was not able to be adjusted
without completely re-doing the lower wing mount. This angle, plus the 4 degree angle of
inclination of the fuselage due to landing gear configuration, means that on takeoff the
lower wing would be inclined 18 degrees relative to free-stream. This was definitely
unacceptable because the secondary wing is expected to stall at 15 degrees relative to
freestream.(Stall characteristics are explained in section 4.3)
To correct this problem in the short amount of time available, it was decided to reduce the
angle of the fuselage by 6 degrees. This was accomplished by raising the tail gear from
4.875 inches to 7.8 inches, which caused the fuselage to rest at an angle of -2 degrees with
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respectto therunway. Thesecondarywing wasnow orientated12degreeswith respectto
the runway. In order that the main wing andthe tail maintain the sameorientation with
respect to the secondarywing, and with respect to freestream,they were inclined an
additional6 degreeswith respecto thefuselage.Theendresultwasthattheall angleswith
respectto freestreamwereasintended,with theexceptionof thefuselage,which wasat -2
degrees. These changes are summarized in table 13.3.1.
Table 13.3.1 Technology Demonstrator Modifications
£mftgama 
Angle of Attack R¢li_five to the Runway (degrees)
$_condary Wing _
Initial Design 2 8 0 4
Intended TechDemo 6 12 4 4
Actual TechDemo 6 18 4 4
Adjusted TechDemo 6 12 4 -2
13.3.2 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Human safety was a major concern during the taxi and flight tests. All of the spectators
were required to stay behind a viewing net. The members of each design team were
expected to keep an eye on their plane at all times to avoid any accidents. Whenever the
propeller was being handled, both of the switches were turned off, and the batteries were
disconnected.
Safety of the plane was also a consideration. A "shake" test was done before the flight test
to ensure that there were no loose parts in the plane that might damage the plane in flight.
This test was also to ensure that nothing flew off during the flight test and hurt someone
watching the flight test. The landing gear was tested by dropping the plane from
approximately eight inches to make sure that the landing gear could handle the force of a
landing and to see whether or not the plane could land without hitting the secondary wing
on the ground. The secondary wing did not touch the ground in this test, but it did come
fairly close to the ground. The strength of the wing was tested by two people supporting
the plane by holding onto it at the 70% span point on either side of the wing. The wing held
up the plane and therefore the wings were judged strong enough to lift the plane.
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13.3.3 TAXI TEST
To ensure the plane did not attempt to leave the ground during the taxi tests, a maximum of
1/3 throttle was used. Although the plane tended to veer to the right slightly, it was easily
controlled to move along a straight line, and turned without difficulty.
13.3.4 FLIGHT TESTS
At the time of this writing, 3 flight tests have been performed. Several more are intended.
This section explains the results of the flight tests performed to date and planned future
tests.
Eliaal...T.rat. 
Plan: Bring the technology demonstrator up to takeoff speed, raise it from the ground
about 5 feet, and then land it.
Result : The technology demonstrator had difficulty performing this task. The plane had
difficulty maintaining alignment with the runway. When the plane did get off the ground, it
exhibited what appeared to be a severe type of dutch-roll motion before impacting with the
ground. This test was repeated several times with the same result.
Analysis : It was concluded that possible causes of the problems were as follows:
1) Over-sensitivity of the landing gear. This would explain difficulty in
maintaining runway alignment.
2) Stalling of the lower wing. Uneven stalling might explain the difficulty in
maintaining runway alignment at high speed, as well as the radical motion which took place
immediately after takeoff. Stalling of the lower wing would also cause the center of
pressure to move forward, causing the plane to be unstable in pitch. This could further
account for the bizarre motion after takeoff.
Solution : It was decided to remove the lower wing and repeat the test. Even with the
removal of the lower wing, takeoff was possible because the plane was carrying no cargo.
To compensate for the resulting forward movement of the center of pressure due to the
removal of the rearward wing, ballast was secured in the nose of the plane such that the
center of gravity was now slightly forward of the main spar of the main wing.
Furthermore, the tail gear was lowered back to the original 4.875 inches, raising the
fuselage to the original 4-degree angle of inclination relative to the runway. Finally, the
tail gear motion was desensitized by increasing the moment ann on the gear's control horn.
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Plan: Bring the technology demonstrator up to takeoff speed, raiseitfrom the ground,
and keep in the airas long aspossible.
Result :The technology demonstrator stillhad difficultytakingoff;itstillhad difficulty
maintaining alignment with the runway and itstillexhibitedunstable motion for the few
seconds thatthe plane was in the airbefore impacting with the ground. This testwas
repeated several times with the same result.
Analysis : It was concluded that possible causes of the problems were as follows:
1) Roll instability due to asymmetric stalling of the outboard sections of the main
wing.
2)
Solution
Directional instability due to fuselage blockage of the vertical tail.
: It was decided to lower the angle of attack of the outboard sections of the
main wing and to repeat the test. This was accomplished by twisting the outboard sections
and then tightening the monokote. The test was repeated, but the results remained
unchanged. The next step consisted of attaching a make-shift sheet of thin plywood to the
vertical tail, increasing its area by about 20%, and increasing its directional instability.
Plan: Bring the technology demonstrator up to takeoff speed, raise it from the ground,
and keep in the air as long as possible.
Result : The technology demonstrator still had difficulty maintaining alignment with the
runway and still it exhibited unstable motion in the air, although to a lesser degree. The
pilot was able to hold the plane in the air for approximately 8 seconds and perform a 180-
degree turn.
Analysis : Directional instability appears to be difficult to achieve with the design
configuration. This is likely due to blockage or disruption of the airflow to the vertical tail,
caused by the large fuselage.
Solution : For future tests, additional vertical surface area will be included on the
underside of the fuselage near the tail gear. It is hoped that this vertical surface, by being
placed underneath, will not be blocked by the fuselage. Furthermore, the ballast will be
removed to decrease the overall weight. To compensate for the removal of ballast and keep
the plane stable in pitch, the batteries will be moved forward.
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Planned Flieht Tests
It is expected that the next flight test will prove successful and dirc_onal stability achieved.
Future tests will involve reconstructing the lower wing mount so that the lower wing can be
easily adjusted to the desired 8-degree angle of inclination relative w the fuselage. The
center of gravity will be move aft to correlate with the original design configuration.
13.3.5 CATAPULT TEST
The data required for the catapult characteristics prediction program is included in appendix
F. It was decided that, given the difficulties with the Reliant's secondary wing, the catapult
test would be performed using only the main wing. This will also increase the accuracy of
the program's predictions since the program was not designed to analyze the catapult
performance of biplanes.
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13.4 MANUFACTURING COSTS
The following is a review of the actual expenditures of capital and labor on the consu-uction
of the technology demonstrator, and compares actual expenditures with those predicted.
In the estimation of the construction costs, historical data was used to try to assess what the
cost of the materials required would be for the technology demonstrator. In making this
assessment, the greater size of the F-92 Reliant was taken into account. The original
estimate of the materials cost of the aircraft was $160, excluding avionics and propulsion.
The final cost of the materials for the technology demonstrator, again excluding propulsion
and avionics, was $220. The difference can be attributed in part to the fact that no aircraft
prior to this had approached the scale of the F-92 Reliant, and in part to materials wasted
due to inexperienced workmanship. Figure 13.4.1 breaks down the material's expenditure
for each major subcomponent of the structure. Table 13.4.1 provides the detailed costs of
each component. The costs as computed here were derived from an analysis of the parts
count for the technology demonstrator.
FIGURE 13.4.1
MATERIALS COSTS
[_ FUSELAGE
[_ LIFTING SURFACES
[3 EMPENNAGE
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TABLE 13.4.1
COMt_NENT COSTS
COMPONENT
FUSEI_GE
LIFTING SURFACES
EMPENNAGE
LANDING GEAR
COST
$32.46
$31.50
$11.71
$10.51
The total materials costs of all the components of the technology demonstrator was
$657.00. This figure was again broken down by major sub-systems, as illustrated in
Figure 13.4.2.
FIGURE 13.4.2
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR COSTS
I_ MATIIilAI_
8 AVIONICS
[] MOTOR
• BATT_Y
TABLE 13.4.2
PRIMARY DEMONSTRATOR COMPONENT COSTS
COMPONENT COST
MATERIALS $220.00
AVIONICS $272.00
MOTOR $125.00
BATI'ERY $40.00
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Finally, the estimation of the time required to construct the technology demonstrator was
140 hours. In actuality, this figure was 130. This includes time spent in assembling the
prototype the in'st time. Figure 13.4.3 breaks the time spent on the construction down for
the major component systems of the d_nonstrator.
FIGURE 13.4.3
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR
LABOR
[] LIFTING SURFACBS
[']1 FUSELAGE
[_] EMPENNAGE
• LANDING GEAR
[] AVIONICS
TABLE 13.4.3
MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS CONSTRUCTION TIMES
COMPONENT
LIFTING SURFACES
FUSELAGE
EMPENNAGE
LANDING GEAR
AVIONICS
CONSTRUCTION HOURS
72.50
33.50
13.50
6.75
3.75
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Appendix A
Request For Proposal
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
AE441: Aerospace Design; Request for Proposals - RFP Spring 1992
Air Transport System Design
The successful development of an air transportation system depends upon a sound
understanding of the market and efficient development of an aircraft system which can
operate effectively in that market. Since a particular aircraft cannot satisfy every
possible user need, it must be evaluated on how well it meets it own design objectives.
In order to be considered as a reasonable aircraft system for a commercial
venture, it must be able to operate at a profit which requires compromises between
technology and economics. The objective of this project will be to gain some insight into
the problems and trade-offs involved in the design of a commercial transport system.
This project will simulate numerous aspects of the overall systems design process so that
you will be exposed to many of the conflicting requirements encountered in a systems
design. In order to do so in the limited time allowed for this single course a "hypothetical
world" has been developed and you will be provided with information on geography,
demographics and economic factors. The project is formulated in such a fashion that you
will be asked to design a basic aircraft configuration which will have the greatest
impact on a particular market. The project will not only allow you to perform a systems
design study but will provide an opportunity to identify those factors which have the
most significant influence on the system design and design process. Formulating the
project in this manner will also allow you the opportunity to fabricate the prototype for
your aircraft and develop the experience of transitioning ideas to "hardware" and then
validate the hardware with prototype flight testing.
An aircraft which is simply the fastest or "looks neat" will not be considered a
marketable product. Economic feasibility and, in particular, compliance with
design objectives will provide the primary means for evaluating your system design.
OPPORTUNITY
The project goal will be to design a commercial transport which will provide the
greatest potential return on investment. Maximizing the profit that your airplane will
make for an "overnight" package delivery network can be accomplished by minimizing
the cost per "package". G-Dome Enterprises has conducted an extensive market survey
for an airborne package delivery service and is now in the market for an aircraft which
will allow them to operate at a maximum profit. AE441, INC. has agreed to work with
them to establish a delivery system. This includes a market analysis, the establishment of
a distribution concept and the development of a number of aircraft concepts to help met
this market need. This will be done by careful consideration and balancing of the
variables such as the payload, range, fuel efficiency, production costs, as well as
maintenance, operation and disposal costs. Appropriate data for each is included later in
the project description.
The "world" market in which the airline will operate is shown in Figure 1. Table 1
gives the parcel volume between each possible pair of cities each day. Table 2 gives
other useful information regarding each city including details on location and
available runway length. The service may operate in any number of markets provided
that they use only one airplane design and any potential derivatives (your company
does not have the engineering manpower to develop two different designs). Consider
derivative aircraft as a possible cost-effective way of expanding the inarket.
REOUIREMENTS
I. Develop a proposal for an aircraft and any appropriate derivative aircraft which will
maximize the return on investment gained by the airline through careful consideration
and balance of the payload/volume, the distance traveled, the fuel burned, and the
production cost of each plane. The greatest measure of merit will be associated with
obtaining the highest possible return on investment. You will be expected to determine
the freight cost for all markets in which you intend to compete. The proposal should not
only detail the design of the aircraft but must identify the most critical technical and
economic factors associated with the design.
2. Develop a riving prototyoe for the system defined above. The prototype must be
capable of demonstrating the flight worthiness of the basic vehicle and flight control
system and be capable of verifying the feasibility and profitability of the proposed
airplane. The aerodynamic performance of the prototype will be evaluated using a
"stick-fixed" catapult launch of the aircraft carrying a specialized instrument package
and where the range of the aircraft under specified launch conditions will be the
primary measure of aerodynamic efficiency. Flightworthiness and handling qualities of
the prototype will be demonstrated by flying a closed figure "8" course within a highly
constrained envelope.
BASIC INFORMATION FOR "AEROWORLD"
The following information is to be used to define special technical and economic factors
for this project. Some are specific information others are ranges which are projected to
exist during the development of this airplane.
1. Payload: There are two standard parcel packing containers, a 2"cube and a 4"cube.
Remember these are cargo, therefore items like access and ease in loading are
important. Since various types of cargo can be considered, cargo weight/volume
requirements are also important. Cargo weights can vary from 0.01 to 0.04 oz/cubic
inch.
2. Range: distance traveled in feet
3. Fuel: battery charge measured in milli-amp hours
4. Production cost --- 400 x (total cost of prototype in dollars) $ + 1000 x (prototype
construction man-hours) $.
5. Operation costs = (number of servos in the aircraft) x flight time in minutes this
is a cost per flight
6. Maintenance costs = $50 per man-minute for a complete "battery" exchange this
is a cost per flight
7. Fuel costs = $5.00 to $20.00 per miili-amp hour
8. Regulations will not allow your plane to produce excessive "noise" from sonic-
booms; consider the speed of sound in this "world" to be 30 ft/s.
9. The typical runway length at the city airports is 75 ft, this length is scaled by a
runway factor in certain cities.
10. Time scale: "AeroWorld day" is 30 minutes
11. Propulsion systems: The design, and derivatives, should use one or a number of
electric propulsion systems from a family of motors currently available.
12. Handling qualities - To be able to perform a sustained, level 60' radius turn.
13. Loiter capabilities - The aircraft must be able to fly to the closest alternate airport
and maintain a loiter for one minute.
14. Aircraft Life Is based upon the fatigue life of the materials used in AeroWorld.
Figure 2 provides a chart used to estimate the reduction in working stress based upon
the number of take-off/landing cycles the aircraft experiences.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE _OLOGY DEMONSTRATOR
The prototype system will be an RPV and shall satisfy the following:
1. All basic operation will be line-of-sight with a fixed ground based pilot, although
automatic control or other systems can be considered.
2. The aircraft must be able to take-off from the ground and land on the ground under its
own power.
3. The prototype flight tests for the Technology Demonstrator will be conducted in the
Loftus Center (Figure 3) on a closed course. The altitude must not exceed 25' at any point
on the course.
4. Catapult launch tests will be conducted in the Loftus center. Details on the catapult and
instrument package will be provided.
5. The complete aircraft must be able to be disassembled for transportation and storage
and must fit within a storage container no larger than 2'x2'x5'.
6. Safety considerations for systems operations are critical. A complete safety assessment
for the system is required.
7. The Technology Demonstrator will be a full sized prototype of the actual design and
must be used to validate the most critical range/payload condition for the aircraft.
8. Takeoff must be accomplished within the takeoff region shown on Figure 3.
9. A complete record of prototype production cost (materials and manhours) is required.
10. The radio control system and the instrumentation package must be removable and a
complete system installation should be able to be accomplished in 30 rain.
11. System control for the flight demonstrator will be a Futaba 6FG radio system with up
to 4 $28 servos or a system of comparable weight and size.
12. All FAA and FCC regulations for operation of remotely piloted vehicles and others
imposed by the course instructor must be complied with.
C1TY A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
A O 300 100 20 20 200 i450 40 100 300 350 80 60 g0
B 500 0 100 40 30 450 300 60 150 400 300 400 100 100
C 200 100 0 30 20 120 90 30 30 30 50 300 30 40
D 20 20 30 0 100 50 20 20 90 60 80 30 20 20
E 20 20 20 150 0 100 30 20 100 100 200 60 30 30
F 200 350 120 60 100 0 250 60 250 400 500 350 300 250
G 350 400 90 40 30 350 !0 300 300 300 250 200 150 120
i
H 40 60 30 30 20 60 300 0 200 350 250 100 100 100
. I 100 150 30 90 200 250 300 200 0 350 450 250 200 200
J 300 400 30 60 100 1400 300 250 350 0 500 300 250 400
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Destination city - rows
TABLE 1. DAILY CARGO LOAD FROM CITY TO CITY - (CUBIC INCHES)
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-10 -5
-1
9
-4
-5 17
-I 12
8 7
5
9
i
20 15
20 5
24 10
20 -9
D
E
F 10 !
G 1
H 1
I 1
15
i
17K 1
L l
M 1
i
N I
O 0.75
TABLE 2. CITY INFORMATION ( Each Longitude and Latitude increment is 200 ft.)
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Figure 1. AeroWorld Geography
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Figure 2. Working stress reduction factor for fatigue life calculation
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Appendix B
Stability and Control Analysis
Stability
B.1 PITCH STABILITY
Appendix B
and Control Analysis
We determined the stability characteristics of the Reliant aircraft by making up a spread sheet to
determine the Cm-ot curve. We first inputted the geometry of the configuration along with the
necessary airfoil characteristics. These are as follows •
Notation is as follows:
Main v_riables
S=surface area
b=span
c=chord
X=X-position
x = flap effectiveness
parameter
w_jv_g
Sw = 8.45 ft**2
bw= 10ft
cw = 0.845 ft
Xw = 1.833 ft
lw = .075 ft
Subscript Variables
w=main wing
c=secondary wing
t=tail
e=elevator
secondary wing
Sc = 4.55 ft**2
bc =7ft
cc = .65 ft
Xc = 2.416 ft
lc = -.5083 ft
St = 2.25 ft**2
bt=3 ft
ct = 0.75 ft
Xt = 4.083 ft
It = -2.175 ft
= 0.9
elevator
Se = 1 ft**2
be =3 ft
ce = 0.33 ft
Xe = 4.583 ft
x = 0.64
airfoil (NACA 63-418)
Cmo = -.06
Clo = 0.35
Clot = 0.10367/rad
e = 0.8
flat plate
Clo = 0
Clot = 0.109654/rad
Both the main wing and the secondary wing are built airfoils and the tail is a fiat plate. Assuming
these values to be relatively set, there were five remaining variables : incidence angles of the wing,
canard, and tail (iw,ic,it), CG location, and elevator deflection angle (be)
• The following equations from Ref. 6 were used to determine the Cmcgtotal :
Clw = Cloairfoil + Clotairfoil ÷ (l+57.3*Clotairfoil / (rc*e*ARw)) * (0t+iw)
Cmcgw = (Clw * lw/cw + Cmoairfoil )* Sw / (Sw + Sc)
Clc = Cloairfoil+ Clot-airfoil÷ (l+57.3*Clotairfoil/ (rt*e*ARc)) * (ot+ic)
Cmcgc = (Clc*lc/cc+Cmoairfoil*CC/CW) * Sc/(Sw+Sc)
e = 2 * Clw / (/t * ARw) * 57.3
Clot = Clofla t plate + Clcxflat plate + (1 +57.3*Clotflat plate/(rt*e*ARt))
Clt = Clot * (or - e + it)
Cmcgt = Clt *lt/cw*St/(Sc+Sw)*rl
Cmcge = -St *It / (Sw+Sc) / cw * rl "x * Clott * 0e
Cmcgtotal -- Cmcgw + Cmcgc + Cmcgt + Cmcge
The Cm - ct curve was determined by plotting Cmcgmal vs _. This curve must have a negative
slope for the plane to be stable. By adjusting the incidence angles of the wing, canard, and tail, and
using the elevator to ensure reasonable trim angles, stability was achieved for a range of CG
locations.
B.2 ROLL AND YAW STABILITY
The vertical tail, rudder, and polyhedral were used to give the plane roll stability and control. The
following values were assumed :
Or = 15 degrees
r width -- 4.5"
r length = 11"
Sr = 49.5 in**2
vt height = 11"
vt length = 8"
ARvt = 1.375
Sv = 88 in**2
Xv = 23 "
tau = 0.72
Ix = 0.24 slug ft**2
lz = 1.39 slug ft**2
[3 = 3 degrees
p = 0.002377 slug/ft**3
Clot = 0.0864
e=0.8
V = 28 ft/s
Cmrest = .0035
The variable values were the polyhedral angle, the length of wing to be deflected in the
polyhedral, and the radius of turn. The time it takes to yaw three degrees was determined by first
determining the force of the rudder when it is deflected 15 degrees, and then the yawing moment
provided by the rudder. These values were determined using the following formulas obtained from
Ref. 6 :
Clrudder = 2 * rt / 57.3 / (1+2/(e * ARvt)) * x * Or
Mcgrudder = (Clrudder * Sv * Xv/12 - Cmrest * 13/2 * (Sc+Sw)*cw)* 0.5 * p * V**2
Theyawrateandtimeto yawwasdeterminedfrom thefollowing formulasfrom Ref. 6 :
[3= Mcgrudder / Iz
time to yaw = sqrt ( 2 * 13/ 13)
The change in angle of attack and the resulting change in lift and roll due to yawing were
determined by the formulas from Ref. 6:
Aot= 13" F
ACI = Clo_ * Aot
AL = AC1 * 0.5 * p * V**2 * (5 - Xk)*2
ARoli = AL * ((5-Xk)/2+Xk)/2
where Xk is the distance from the CG to where the polyhedral begins. Next, the time to roll was
determined by determining the roll rate and roll angle :
= zM_oll / Ix
¢ = arctan (V**2 / gR)
time to roll = sqrt (2 * _ / ¢)
The total distance required to make a turn can then be determined by using the following formula :
Dtotal = V*(time to yaw + time to roll) + R
where R is the radius of turn. R is required by the mission to be at most 60 feet; we determined that
for flying in Loftus, it would be most desirable to turn within a radius of 40 feet. We varied F, Xk
and vertical tail and rudder size until we reached a configuration that allowed us to turn within a
radius of 40 feet and within a total distance of 80 feet .This turn requires a banking angle of 30
degrees, which is reasonable.
Appendix C
Stress Reduction Factor / Life Span Tradeoff Study Procedure
The following is extracted from a tradeoff study performed by Mike Nosek to
determine the optimum stress reduction factor for the main wing of the F-92
Reliant aircraft. It is included to show the procedure that was used in developing
figure 9.0.1
Procedure:
Table C-1 is composed of 6 columns used to generate figures 1,2, and 3:
Column 1,2
To find optimum stress reduction factors of the spars, I swept the reduction factors
over the range from .2 to .975, as displayed in Table C-1, column 1. The working
stress reduction factor determines the lifetime of the structure, as determined from
figure 4. Figure 4 is a reproduction of the fatigue life curve given in AE 441 course
handout. This fatigue-life information is tabulated in column 2.
Column 3
Knowing the maximum bending moment at the root chord, and the allowable stresses
in each material, the cross-sectional areas of the spars could be adjusted to increase or
decrease the stress reduction factor at the base of each spar. This is where I used a
nifty computer program that Dr. Batill made us write last semester in AE 446. (HS#9,
problem 2.) (The program code is in the appendix.) For each stress reduction factor,
the areas were minimized such that the maximum stress divided by the stress
reduction factor did not exceed the allowable stress. In each case Spruce was used for
spars 1,2, and 4; balsa was used for spar # 3. This was because the trailing-edge spar
(#3), even at the minimum area of .0156 in^2 always remained well below the
allowable stress. As such, the weaker Balsa was used to reduce weight. After
minimizing area (hence weight) of each spar, the corresponding weight was then
calculated knowing the density,p, and wing span,b.
Assumptions: Rectangular lift,drag distribution
Weight forces of wing negligible compared to aerodynamic
forces
Pitch moment of wing negligible compare to bending moment
Mohr's circle intersects origin and xrnax=t_max/2
Calculations: Mzlmax root =(Clmax*Q*S*nlmax)*(b/2)
Mylmax root= Mz root/(L/D)lmax
o°l
c_ allowable = olyield/factor of safety
"_allowable=xl yield/f, s.=.5* t3 allowable
c allowable = "dyield*2/factor of safety
Weight of spars = E(pi*Ai)*b
Column 4
Fuel cost per flight due to the wing was calculated as a function of weight. The lower
the stress reduction factor, the higher the weight of the wing spars, the higher L/D, the
more power (thus current draw) needed at Vcruise, the more fuel (mahr's) expended.
Assumptions: average flight = 2300 ft
Vcruise = 28 fps
time= 2300ft/28fps
voltoo=9V
Calculations:
Power = io_Voltoo=D*voo
=QooS*voo*(Cdo+Cl^2/(_eAR))
=Const + W^2/(.5*p*v,,o*S)/(neAR)
=A+ B
Const A will be unaffected by wing weight,
so can be ignored for purpose
of tradeoff study
i=B/Volto,,
Fuel=i'time
Fuel cost=f(weight) = i(weight)*time*$13/mahr
Column 5
Production cost per flight was calculated as follows:
Assume cost of ribs, monocot,etc = $22
cpv = cost/volume of spar = $.30/in^3 (spruce)
=$. 15/in ^3 (balsa)
cost of spars = E(cpv*Ai)*b
# man-hrs to build wing - 30 hrs
Production Cost=400*(cost of wing) + 1000"(# man hrs to build wing)
=400*($20+E(cpv*Ai)*b)+1000*(30)
Production cost per flight = Production cost /# flight cycles (column 2)
Column 6
Total cost per flight is merely sum of fuel costs and production costs
total cost per flight = fuel cost/flight + production cost/flight
column 6 = column 4 + column 5
Thus after minimizing the cross-sectional areas of the wing spars, the computer code
could generate columns 3 through 6 in table C-l, and graph them as a function of
stress reduction factor as in figure 9.0.1.for the purpose of selecting an optimal stress
reduction factor.
TABLE C-I
5
Stress
reduction
factor
#flight
cycles
(#)
weight
of the
4 wing
spars
(ibs)
fuel
costs
per
flight
($)
production
costs
per
flight
($)
total
costs
per
flight
($)
0 2
0 4
0 5
0 6
0 7
0 8
0 825
0 85
0 875
0 9
0 95
0 975
940
860
810
790
700
620
600
570
535
5OO
300
200
2.1
1.126
0.893
0.8926
0.659
0.601
0.5524
0.5427
0.5135
0.5135
0.4843
0.4746
580.26
130.95
82.31
59.12
44.91
37.31
31.52
30.42
27.24
27.24
24.24
23.27
78.31
61.48
60.48
59.14
64.42
71.17
72.19
75.71
79.75
85.33
140.60
210.10
658 56
192 43
142 78
118 26
109 33
108 48
103 72
106 13
106 99
112.58
164.84
233.37
Stress Reduction Factor vs. Costs Due to Fuselage Structure
Summary:
This section details the procedure used to determine the optimum SRF for the fuselage structure
of the aircraft. The fuselage side panel was modelled in 2-dimensions and maximum loads
(aerodynamic and cargo) were applied at a load factor of 3.2. Fuel cost per flight and
production costs per flight were estimated. Results indicated that the optimum SRF was 0.85,
corresponding to 570 flight cycles. However, SRF = 0.825 was selected in order to increase
flight cycles as well as to be compatible with the wing SRF value.
Discussion:
With regard to a structural component, such as the fuselage in this case, the primary variables
are as follows:
Factor of Safety: the ratio of yield stress to stress in a material. Usually 1.1 -
1.5 in aircraft. The minimum factor of safety was set at 1.2 for our aircraft.
Stress Reduction Factor: The loads an aircraft will experience are set. But the
structural factor of safety under such loads is not. The longer a life span, the
higher the original factor of safety must be in order to allow for more
deterioration in the structure and still remain above the desired minimum factor
of safety. Therefore, the SRF value is the percentage of stress bearing
effectiveness of a material corresponding to a number of flight cycles.
Dimensions of Structural Members: The base and height of each member in the
structure may be varied to provide the desired moment of inertia, stress, and
buckling characteristics.
Material of Structural Members: The material of each member may be varied as
well. Spruce and balsa are the two options considered in this design.
The stress reduction will be varied and in each case will correspond to a maximum factor of
safety (FOS Maximum = FOS Minimum / SRF). Due to the fatigue rules in AeroWorld, the
plane will only fly once at this max FOS, its first flight. With each additional flight cycle, the
FOS will approach the minimum FOS. The fuselage must therefore be designed for the max
FOS, and so in effect, a certain weight and volume of materials will correspond to each SRF.
The goal was to fred a trend between the SRF and the life span costs incurred by the weight and
volume of structural materials. The following figures of merit are determined:
Weight of Structural Materials: A summation of the weight of each member in
the structure.
Production Costs Due to Structural Materials: Based on the formula
$ Prod = 400*(cost of materials) + 1000*(construction man hours). Cost of
materials was estimated by multiplying a cost per volume of each material by the
volume of that material useA. CPV for spruce: $0.30; for balsa: $0.10.
Construction time was estimated as 25 man hours.
Production Costs Due to Structural Materials per Flight: The above value divided
by the number of flight cycles allowed by the SRF.
Fuel Costs per Flight Due to Structural Materials: The power required for cruise
equals a current * voltage which also equals a drag * cruise speed: P -- I-V_ -
D'V,,a,_. Drag is a function of weight and only the component due to weight of
the structure is considered. V,, and Vo,,_ are constant. Therefore current is a
function of weight. Current * Flight Time equal the fuel used where flight time
is estimated by:
- avg range / V_,_ / 3600 sph
- 2300 ft / 28 fps / 3600 sph
= 0.0228 hours
The current*flight time multiplied by an average expected fuel cost of $ 13 /
milliamp hour yield the fuel cost per average flight. This procedure was detailed
above for the wing.
Total Cost Per Flight Due to Structural Materials: is the sum of the above costs
per flight.
The procedure
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
of this trade off study was as follows:
Select a SRF with corresponding # Flight Cycles.
Optimize fuselage model for corresponding max FOS.
Use weight and volume values from optimized structure to compute costs.
Repeat [1 - 3] for desired range of SRF.
Plot SRF vs. Total Costs Per Flight. Locate optimum point.
The results are presented in Table C-2 and plotted in Figure C-1. The total cost reaches a
minimum at a SRF of 0.85. Examining Figure 2, SRF vs. # Flight Cycles, it may be seen that
this corresponds to 570 flight cycles.
It should be noted that the curve has little slope in the area of the minimum, allowing for
variance with little effect on total cost. This condition proved valuable in our case. As detailed
above, SRF value for the wing was 0.825 which corresponds to 600 flight cycles. It will be
advantageous to squeeze 30 more flight cycles out of the fuselage to get full life out of the wing.
Also, 600 is the value which was specified in the DR&O. In actuality the strength will be
greater due to the desire to make the components of a similar member cross section for reduced
confusion (time) during purchasing and construction. The lower SRF serves to justify this.
FUSELAGE STRESS REDUCTION FACTOR VERSUS COSTS
STRESS
_CN
FACK_
0. 900
0. 875
0. 850
0. 825
0.800
0.750
0.700
0. 650
0.600
0. 550
0.500
# FLIGHT
CYCLES
WEIGHT OF FUSEIAf_
FI]SEI_f'4_. _ OOST
SIDES PER FLI(_{T
(LBS) ($)
500 0.287 26.48
535 0.299 28.68
570 0. 310 30.93
600 0. 324 33.68
620 0. 337 36.58
670 0.380 46.48
700 0.417 56.01
710 0. 450 65.18
790 0.497 79.43
800 0. 580 108.28
810 0. 671 144.81
TABLE C-2
PRCEIL'TI(]N P_ION TOTAL OOST
COST PER COST PER PER FLI_
FUSEIAGE FLIGHT
($) ($) ($)
25787.75 51.58 78.06
25819.26 48.26 76.94
25842.89 45.34 76.27
25885.03 43.14 76.83
25926.97 41.82 78.40
26019.67 38.84 85.31
26152.93 37.36 93.37
26245.17 36.97 102.14
26379.81 33.39 112.82
26586.78 33.23 141.51
26866.56 33.17 177.98
Optimum Stress Reduction Factor:
Figure C-1
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Appendix D
Spar Location Analysis Program
tradeprog, f
I *
2 *
3 *
4
5 *
6
7
Program for bending
and buckling analysis of
wing modelled as compound beam
define variables
real sigxx(6),sigalxx(6),a(6),dx(6),dy(6),rho(6),E(6),b(6),h(6),ixx(6)
(6),strfac(6),ibuck(6),buckfac(6),Pcr(6),sigyy(6)
8 real ybar,xbar,Qx,Qy,AR, S,c,q,F,M, sparar, adx, ady,tipdef,sumeix, sumeiy,
rs,wribs,bb, lmin, Fd
9 integer ribno
i0
Ii * Open data output files
12
13
14 * graphical output file
15 open (12,file='stone')
16 * tabular output file
17 open (13, file='defone')
18 * dimensional output file
19 open (14,file='demone')
20 * dimensional output file
21 open (16, file='bucone')
22 * dimensional output file
23 open (17,file='bucyone')
24 * dimensional output file
25 *
26
27
28 * Enter number of spars (sparnum), wing AR,
29 * and the predicted forces(F-lift, Fd=drag)
30 * Forces should be entered and will be
31 * Densities should be entered and will
32 *
33
34 sparnum=4.
35 AR=I0
36 S=I3
37 Fm12.3
38 Fd=.5
39
40 * Determination of span length (bb),
41 * and the root-chord bending moments
42
43 bb=sqrt (AR*S)
44 M-F* (bb/4.)
45 Md-Fd* (bb/4.)
46 c=(S/bb)
47
48
wing S,
displayed in psi
be displayed in ib/in_3
chord (c),
5) ,buckfac (6) '
54
55
56 *
57 *
58 *
59 *
60. *
49 * Initialize output files with proper column headings
50
51 write (13,*) 'wingden imin tipdef ribno EI,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6'
52 write (12,*) 'wingden, strfac(1),strfac(2),strfac(3),strfac(4),strfac(!
rfac (6) '
53 write (16,*) 'wingden,buckfac(1),buckfac(2),buckfac(3),buckfac(4),buck
write (14,*) 'b(1),h(1),b(2),h(2),b(3),h(3),b(4),h(4),b(5),h(5),b(6),_
Spar dimensions (b-base, h-height),
locations (dx-distance from x axis,dy-distance from y axis),
material properties (E_modulus of elasticity, rho=density,
sigalxx=maximum tensile/compressive stress)
are defined internal to a loop which
iy
3p
,,'
_C
;)
tradeprog, f
61 *
62 *
63 *
64
65
66
67
68
69 *
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78 *
79
8O
81
82
83
84
85
86 *
87 *
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97 *
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105 *
106 *
107
108 *
109 *
110
iii
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119 *
120 I0
121
122
123
124 .
will increment the size of one spar throughout
range in eight steps
do 75 mm=l,8,1
imin-100.
zz-real (_n)/16.
#i spar
b(1)- .25 /12.
h(I)=.125 /12.
dx(1)=l.39 /12.
dy(1)=0. /12.
rho(i)-.016 *(12.*'3)
E(1)-l.3e6 "144.
sigalxx (I) =6200. "144.
#2 spar
b (2) =zz /12.
h (2)=.25 /12.
dx (2) =-. 89 /12.
dy (2) _0. /12.
rho(2)=.016 *(12.*'3)
E (2)=i. 3e6 "144.
sigalxx(2)=6200. "144.
#3 spar
b(3)m. 125 /12
h (3)-.125 /12
dx (3)=0. /12
dy (3) =-3.42 /12
rho(3)=.0058 *(12.*'3)
E(3)=65000 "144.
sigalxx(3)=400. "144.
#4 spar
b(4)=.25 /12.
h (4)-.187 /12.
dx (4)-0. /12.
dy (4) -I0. /12.
rho (4)--. 0058 *(12.*'3)
E (4) =65000 "144.
sigalxx(4)=400. "144.
Loop to determine centroid, spar volume and wight,
to determine the first moments of inertia
do I0 ii=l,sparnum
a (ii) =b (ii) *h (ii)
sparar-sparar+a (ii)
wspars=wspars+a (ii) * (rho (ii)) * (bb/2.)
adx=a (ii) *abs (dx (ii) *c)
ady=a (ii) *abs (dy (ii) *c)
Qx=Qx+adx
Qy=Qy+ady
write (*, * ) a (ii), sparar, wspars, adx, ady, Qx, Qy
continue
ybar-Qx/sparar
xbar-Qy/sparar
a given
and
tradeprog, f
125 *
126
127
128
129
130
131
132 *
133 15
134
135 *
136 *
137 *
138
139 do 20
140
141
142
143
)*a(jj)))
144
145
146
147
148
149
150 20 continue
151
152 *
153 *
154
155
156
157
158
159 25 continue
160
161 *
162 *
163 *
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178 *
179
180
, strfac (6)
181 write
fac (5), buckfac (6)
182 write
) ,strfac (6)
183 write
184 write
Loop to determine the compound moment of inertia
do 15 j-l,sparnum
ixx(j)-(b(j)*h(j)*h(j)*h(j))/12. + a(j)*((dx(j))-ybar) *_2-
iyy(j)=(h(j),(b(j)*b(j)*b(j)))/12. + a(j)*((dy(j))-xbar)**2.
sumeix=E(j)*ixx(j) + sumeix
sumeiy-E(j)*iyy(j) + sumeiy
write (*,*) ixx(j),iyy(j),sumeix,sumeiy
continue
Loop to determine the individual member stresses, the stress
factor (stress/stress allowable), and the euler buckling length
to determine the maximum rib spacing
jj=l, sparnum
sigxx (j j) - (M* ( (dx (j j ) ) -ybar) *E (jj ) ) /sumeix
sigyy (jj)= (Md* ( (dy (jj) )-xbar) *E (jj))/sumeiy
strfac (j j )= (sigxx (j j ) +sigyy (j j ) )/sigalxx (j j )
lbuck(jj)-sqrt(((3.14159265359**2)*E(jj)*ixx(jj))/ (abs(sigalx>
if (ibuck (j j)
Imin=ibuck(jj)
else
continue
endif
.It. imin) then
determination of the euler buckling load and the
buckling factor (stress/critical buckling stress)
do 25 l=l,sparnum
Pcr (i) = ( (3. 14159265359**2) *E (i) *ixx (i)) / (Imin**2. *a (i))
buckfac (1)--sigxx (i)/Pcr (i)
Final determination of wing tip deflection, minimum
number of ribs required, and an overall
wing weight and wing density (wing weight/wing planform)
q-F/(bb/2)
tipdef=(q*(bb/2.)**4.)/(8.*sumeix)
if (imin .it..833) then
imin=.83
else
continue
endif
ribno=(bb/2)/imin
wribs-ribno*(c*.065)*0.0625*(.0058*1728.)
wtot=wribs+wspars+S*.0162
wingden=2.*wtot/S
write (*,*) imin,wribs*16, ribno,wtot*16
Data output
write (*,*) wingden*.lll,strfac(1),strfac(2),strfac(3),strfac(4),strf6
(16,*) wingden*.lll,buckfac(1),buckfac(2),buckfac(3),buckfac(4),
(12,*) wingden*.lll,strfac(1),strfac(2),strfac(3),strfac(4),strl
(13,*) wingden*.lll,lmin*12.,tipdef*12,ribno
(14,*) b(1) *12. ,h (I) *12. ,b(2) *12. ,h (2) *12. ,b(3) *12. ,h (3) *12. ,b (_
]j)
(5_
]c]
z(_
"i;
tradeprog, f
•,h (4) "12. ,b (5) "12.,h (5) "12. ,b (6) "12. ,h (6) "12.
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
75 continue
write (13,*) E(1)/144.,E(2)/144.,E(3)/144.,E(4)/144.,E(5)/144-,E(6)-- - " "" " /I_
close (16)
close (14)
close (13)
close (12)
stop
end
Appendix E
Fuselage Truss Analysis Program
And Data File
RMC-TRUSS. f
1
2 C
3 C
4 C
5 C
6 C
7 C
8 C
9 C
10 C
Ii C
12 C
13 C
14 C
15 C
16 C
17 C
18 C
19 C
2O C
21 C
22 C
23 C
24 C
25 C
26 C
27 C
28 C
29 C
30 C
31 C
32 C
33 C
34 C
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
C
C
C
2000
2001
PROGRAM MAIN
STATIC ANALYSIS OF A 3-D SPACE TRUSS
REF: MODIFICATION OF A PROGRAM DEVELOPED IN
FINITE ELEMENT STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS BY T.Y.YANG
DEVELOPED BY S.M. BATILL - 3/17/87
converted to MPW/LS fortran 8.27.90
MODIFIED BY RYAN M. COLLINS 22 MARCH 1992
TO CALC WEIGHT, BUCKLING, AND FOS
ND- DIMENSION OF MAIN ARRAYS, MAX NO OF NODES OR ELEMENTS
NELE m NUMBER OF AXIAL FORCE ELEMENTS
NNOD - TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES
ESTFT = ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX IN GLOBAL SYSTEM
LAMX, LAMY, LAMZ = ELEMENT DIRECTION COSINES
XNOD,YNOD, ZNOD = COORDINATES OF NODES IN GLOBAL SYSTEM
FORC - APPLIED LOAD ARRAY
NODIS = NODAL DISPLACEMENT ARRAY
AREA = ELEMENT CROSS SECTIONAL AREA ARRAY
EMOD = ELEMENT MODULUS ARRAY
SYTF = CONSTRAINED GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX [K]
SLOD = LOAD VECTOR {F}
SOLU = STIFFNESS FORMULATION SOLUTION VECTOR {X}
IBOU = BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARRAY
NODN = ELEMENT NODAL CONNECTIVITY DATA ARRAY
ICOR - DEGREE OF FREEDOM TABLE
FILENM = FILE NAME FOR INPUT DATA FILE
IPRI = PRINT OPTION - ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRICIES
IPR2 = PRINT OPTION - GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
SRF = STRESS REDUCTION FACTOR
ALL INPUT IS INCLUDED IN USER GENERATED DATA FILE
PARAMETER (ND=I00)
real*8 ESTFT(6,6),LAMX, LAMY, LAMZ, LN(ND), WD(ND), DENS(ND),
XNOD (ND), YNOD (ND), ZNOD (ND), FORC (ND, 3 ), NOD I S (ND, 3 ),
AREA (ND), EMOD (ND), SYTF (ND, ND), SLOD (ND), SOLU (ND),
MOI (ND), WGT (ND), SMAX (ND)
DIMENSION IBOU (ND, 3), NODN (ND, 2), ICOR (ND, 6)
CHARACTER "15 , TITLE, FILENM
IRD=2
IWR-6
IPT=9
IKY=5
DATA INPUT SECTION
FORMAT (/ )
FORMAT ("1" )
write (iwr,*) '
write (iwr,*) '
write (iwr, *) "
write (iwr, *) '
write (iwr, *) '
write (iwr,*) '
write (iwr,*) '
write (iwr, *) '
write (iwr, *) '
write (iwr, *) '
write (iwr, * ) '
write (iwr, *) '
3-d space truss program'
developed at the university of notre dame'
by prof. s. batill, aerospace and mechanical enginee: %¢
last modified 11.21.90'
f
based upon a code presented in FINITE ELEMENT STRUC:
ANALYSIS by T.Y.Yang - Prentice-Hall publisher'
f
MODIFIED BY RYAN M. COLLINS 24 MARCH 1992'
TO CALCULATE WEIGHT, BUCKLING, AND FOS'
fem model input from data file'
RMC- TRUS S. f
64
65
66
67
68 I000
69 C
70
71
72
73
74 i001
75
76
77
78
79
8O
81 22
82
83
84 31
85
86 32
87 C
88 C
89 C
90
91
92 92
93
94
95
96
97 C
98
99 50
I00 42
i01
102 91
103
104 C
105
106 51
107 43
108 C
109 C
II0 C
Iii
112
113
114
115 C
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125 C
126
127.
write (iwr, *) '
write (iwr,*) ' compiled using Language Systems Fortran'
write (iwr, *) '
WRITE (IWR, i000)
FORMAT(" INPUT DATA FILE NAME",/)
FILENM - 'test. dat'
READ (IKY,*) FILENM
WRITE (IWR, 1001) FILENM
WRITE (IPT, 1001) FILENM
WRITE (IPT, 2000)
FORMAT (/, " DATA INPUT FILE - ",AI0, /)
OPEN (UNIT-=2, FILE--FILENM, STATUS=' OLD ' )
READ (IRD, * ) TITLE
READ (IRD, "1 NNOD,NELE, IPR1, IPR2, SRF
WRITE (IWR, 22) NNOD,NELE
WRITE (IPT, 221 NNOD,NELE
WRITE (IPT, 2000)
FORMAT (5X, "NUMBER OF NODES = ", I5,
/,5X,"NUMBER OF ELEMENTS .. ",I5)
IF (IPR1. EQ. 1) WRITE (IWR, 31 )
FORMAT (//, 10X, " ELEMENT STIFFNESS
IF(IPR2.EQ.1) WRITE(IWR, 32)
FORMAT (//, 10X, "
MATRIX WILL BE PRINTED",/)
GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX WILL BE PRINTED",/)
NODAL DATA INPUT FROM DATA FILE
WRITE (IPT, 2000)
WRITE (IPT, 92)
FORMAT (" BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND NODAL COORDINATES", /)
DO 50 I=I,NNOD
READ (IRD, *) N, (IBOU (I, J), J-=l, 3), XNOD (I), YNOD (I), ZNOD (I),
(FORC (I, J), J=l, 3)
WRITE (IWR, 42) N, (IBOU (I, J), J=l, 3) ,XNOD (I), YNOD (I), ZNOD (I)
WRI TE (IP T, 42 )N, (IBOU (I, J), J= 1,3 ), XNOD (I ), YNOD (I ), ZNOD (I )
CONTINUE
FORMAT (iX, 415, 3E16.5)
WRITE (IPT, 91 )
FORMAT(/," APPLIED LOAD DATA - NODE ,FX, FY, FZ",/)
DO 51 I=I,NNOD
WRITE (IWR, 43) I, (FORC (I, J) , J=l, 3)
WRITE (IPT, 43) I, (FORC (I, J) , J=l, 3)
CONTINUE
FORMAT (5X, I5, 3E20.4 )
ELEMENT DATA INPUT FROM DATA FILE
WRITE (IPT, 20001
DO 60 I=I,NELE
READ (IRD, * )N, NODN (I, i), NODN (I, 2), LN(I) ,WD (I) ,NTYP
AREA(I) = LN(I)*WD(I)
type 1 = balsa; type 2 E spruce; type 3 = plywood
DENS(I) - 0.0058
EMOD (I) " 65000.0
SMAX(I) -. 400.0
IF(NTYP .EQ. 2) THEN
DENS(I) = .0231
EMOD(I) -= 1.3E6
SMAX(I) - 6000.0
ELSEIF(NTYP .EQ. 3) THEN
DENS(I) - 0.016
DENS(I) -" 0.001
EMOD(I) - 2.01E6
SMAX_I) = 2500.0
RMC-TRUSS.f
128
129
130
131
132
133
134 C
135
136 60
137 53
138 C
139 C
140 C
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148 20
149
150 54
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159 30
160
161
162
163
164 61
165
166
167 63
168
169
170
171 70
172 62
173 75
174 C
175 C
176 C
177
178
179 80
180 C
181 C
182 C
183
184
185 C
186
187
188
189
190
191 .
ENDIF
MOI(I) - I./12.*WD(I)*LN(I)**3.
TMOI -- 1./12.*LN(I)*WD(I)**3.
IF(TMOI .LT. MOI(I)) THEN
MOI (I} -= TMOI
ENDIF
WRITE (IWR, 53) N, NODN (I, i) ,NODN (I, 2) ,LN (I) ,WD (I) ,AREA(I) ,EMOD (I)
WRITE (IPT, 53) N, NODN (I, 1) ,NODN (I, 2) ,AREA (I), EMOD (I)
CONTINUE
FORMAT (/, I5,4X, 215, 4E14.4)
GENERATION OF INFORMATION FOR ASSEMBLING GLOBAL STIFFNESS
ICON-0
DO 20 I..I,NNOD
DO 20 J-l, 3
K-IBOU (I, J)
IF (K.EQ.0) GOTO 20
ICON-ICON+I
IBOU (I, J) =ICON
CONTINUE
NDOF=ICON
FORMAT(/5X," NUMBER OF FREE DEGREES OF FREEDOM",I5)
WRITE (IWR, 54 )NDOF
WRITE (IPT, 54 )NDOF
DO 30 I-I,NELE
11.,NODN (I, 1 )
I2mNODN (I, 2)
DO 30 J=l, 3
ICOR (I, J) =IBOU (I 1, J)
ICOR(I, J+3) -IBOU (I2, J)
CONTINUE
IF (IPR1.EQ. 0) GOTO 75
WRITE (IPT, 2000)
WRITE (IWR, 61 )
WRITE (IPT, 61 )
FORMAT (/5X, "ELEMENT", 5X, "NODAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM")
WRITE (IWR, 63)
WRITE (IPT, 63)
FORMAT (5X, "NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5 6" )
DO 70 I=I,NELE
WRITE (IWR, 62) I, (ICOR (I, J) ,J--l, 6)
WRITE (IPT, 62) I, (ICOR (I, J) ,J=l, 6)
CONTINUE
FORMAT (/6X, 715)
CONTINUE
INITIALIZING GLOBAL STIFFNES MATRIX
DO 80 I=I,NDOF
DO 80, J=I,NDOF
SYTF (I, J)'0.
DEVELOP ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX IN GLOBAL SYSTEM
IF(IPRI.EQ.1) WRITE (IPT,2001)
DO 400 IE-1,NELE
I I'NODN (IE, 1 )
I2"NODN (IE, 2)
XI"XNOD (11 )
X2-XNOD (12 )
YI"YNOD (I 1 )
Y2"YNOD (12 )
RMC-TRUSS. f
192
193
194 C
195 C
196 C
197
198
199
200
201
202
203 C
204 C
205 C
206
207 C
2O8
209
210
211
212
213 103
214
215
216 C
217 C
218 C
219
220
221
222
223
224
225 200
226 400
227
228 210
229
230 201
231
232
233
234 202
235
236
237 203
238 220
239 230
240 C
241 C
242 C
243
244
245
246
247
248 500
249
250
251 501
252
253
254 502
255 C
ZI=ZNOD (I1)
Z2=ZNOD (I2)
DEVELOP DIRECTION COSINES
ELEL-SQRT ((X2-Xl) **2+ (Y2-Y1) **2+ (Z2-Z1) **2)
LAMX= (X2-Xl)/ELEL
LAMY- (Y2-YI)/ELEL
LAMZ- (Z2-ZI)/ELEL
AA=AREA (IE)
AE=EMOD (IE)
THE FOLLOWING CALL DEVELOPS THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
CALL ELESTF (ELEL, AA, AE, LAMX, LAMY, LAMZ, ESTFT)
IF (IPR1. EQ. 1) WRITE (IWR, 103)
$ I-1, 6)
IF (IPR1. EQ. 1 )WRITE (IPT, 103 )
$ I--l, 6)
IE, ((ESTFT(I,J),J=I,6),
IE, ((ESTFT(I,J),J=I,6),
FORMAT (/5X, "TRANSFORMED STIFFNESS MATRIX OF ELEMENT
, I5,/6 (/IX, 6E13.4))
ADD ELEMENT TO CONSTRAINED GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
DO 200 I=1,6
DO 200 J=1,6
K"ICOR (IE, I )
L=ICOR (IE, J)
IF (K*L.EQ. 0) GOTO 200
SYTF (K, L) =SYTF (K, L) +ESTFT (I, J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
IF (IPR2. EQ. 0) GOTO 230
CONT INUE
WRITE (IWR, 201 )
FORMAT (/5X, "GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX")
DO 220 I"I,NDOF
WRITE (IWR, 202) I
WRITE (IPT, 202) I
FORMAT (/5X, I5, " - ROW NUMBER")
WRITE (IWR, 203) (SYTF (I, J) ,J=l, NDOF)
WRITE (IPT, 203) (SYTF (I, J) ,J=l, NDOF)
FORMAT (1X, 6E10.3)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
ASSEMBLING THE LOAD VECTOR
DO 500 Izl,NNOD
DO 500 J=1,3
K'IBOU (I, J)
IF(K.EQ.0) GOTO 500
SLOD (K) "FORC (I, J)
C ON T I NUE
IF(IPR2.EQ.1) WRITE(IWR, 501)
IF (IPR2. EQ. 1) WRITE (IPT, 501)
FORMAT (/5X, "ASSEMBLED LOAD VECTOR" )
IF(IPR2.EQ.1)WRITE(IWR, 502) (SLOD(I),I=I,NDOF)
IF(IPR2.EQ.I)WRITE(IPT, 502) (SLOD(I),I=I,NDOF)
FORMAT (/ 5X, E12.4 )
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256 C
257 C
258
259
260 507
261
262 C
263 C
264 C
265
266
267
268
269 506
270
271
272 503
273
274
275 504
276
277
278
279
28O
281
282 600
283
284
285 601
286 700
287 C
288 C
289 C
290
291
292
293 804
294"
295
296 801
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315 C
316 C
317 C
318
319
SOLUTION FOR GLOBAL DISPLACEMENTS
CALL SIMEQ (SYTF, SOLU, SLOD, NDOF, ND)
IF (NDOF.GT. 1000) WRITE (IWR, 507)
FORMAT(" THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR - STOP")
IF(NDOF.GT.1000) GOTO 999
SORT THE SOLUTION FOR NODAL DISPLACEMENTS
WRITE (IPT, 2001)
WRITE (IPT, 2000)
WRITE (IWR, 506)
WRITE (IPT, 506)
FORMAT (/, 5X, "NODAL DI SPLACEMENTS" )
WRITE (IWR, 503)
WRITE (IPT, 503)
FORMAT (6X, "NODE", 15X, "DISPLACEMENTS")
WRITE (IWR, 504)
WRITE (IPT, 504 )
FORMAT (8X, "NO", 11X, "U", 13X, "V", 15X, "W")
DO 700 I=I,NNOD
DO 600 J=1,3
NODIS (I, J) =0.
K-IBOU (I, J)
IF(K.EQ.0) GOTO 600
NODIS (I, J) =SOLU (K)
CONTINUE
WRITE (IWR, 601) I, (NODIS (I, L), L=I, 3)
WRITE(IPT, 601) I, (NODIS(I,L),L=I,3)
FORMAT (/, 5X, I5, 3F15.8)
CONTINUE
• COMPUTATION OF ELEMENTAL FORCES AND STRESSES
WRITE (IPT, 2000)
WRITE (IWR, 804 )
WRITE (IPT, 804)
FORMAT(/lX,"ELEMENT FORCES AND AXIAL STRESS(LOCAL COORD.)")
WRITE (IWR, 801)
WRITE (IPT, 801)
FORMAT (/IX, "ELEMENT", 2X, "INTERNAL FORCE", 2X, "BUCKLING",
4X, "AXIAL STRESS", 6X, "YIELD", 5X, "WEIGHT", 4X, "FOS", / IX)
VOL - 0.0
TVOL1 = 0.0
TVOL2 = 0.0
TVOL3 = 0.0
FOSM = 999.0
NVIOL = 0
DO 900 IE=I,NELE
11-NODN (IE, 1)
I2-NODN (IE, 2)
X I-XNOD (I 1 )
X2-XNOD (12 )
Y1-YNOD (11 )
Y2-YNOD (12 )
ZI-ZNOD (I1)
Z2.-ZNOD (12 )
RECOMPUTE DIRECTION COSINES
ELEL-SQRT((X2-Xl)**2+(Y2-Y1)**2+(Z2-Z1)**2)
LAMX=(X2-Xl)/ELEL
I_V_-TRUS S. f
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327 C
328 C
329 C
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342 C
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366 C
367
368 803
369
370
371
372 900
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
38O
381
382
383
LAMY= (Y2-YI)/ELEL
LAMZ= (Z2-ZI)/ELEL
AA-AREA (IE)
AE-EMOD (I E )
DU-NODIS (I2, I) -NODIS (If, I)
DV-NODIS (I2,2) -NODIS (If, 2)
DZ-NODIS (I2,3) -NODIS (Ii, 3)
COMPUTE INTERNAL AXIAL FORCE AND DIRECT STRESS
ELEFOR-(AE*AA/ELEL) * (LAMX*DU+LAMY*DV+LAMZ*DZ)
ELESTR-ELEFOR/AA
VOL = ELEL*AREA(IE)
WGT (IE) - VOL*DENS (IE)
IF(EMOD(IE) .EQ. 65000.) TVOLI = TVOLI + VOL
IF (EMOD (IE) .EQ. i. 3E6) TVOL2 = TVOL2 + VOL
IF(EMOD(IE) .EQ. 2.01E6) TVOL3 = TVOL3 + VOL
PCR - 9.8696*EMOD(IE)*MOI(IE)/ELEL/ELEL
IF(ELEFOR .LT. 0.0) PCRTST = ABS(ELEFOR)
write(iwr,*) ie, pcr, pcrtst, elefor, abs(elefor)
IF (PCRTST .GT. PCR) THEN
WRITE (IWR, *) ' MEMBER ',IE,' BUCKLES!!!'
NVIOL - NVIOL + 1
ENDIF
PCRTST = 0.0
IF(ABS(ELESTR) .GT. SMAX(IE)) THEN
NVIOL = NVIOL + 1
WRITE (IWR, *) ' MEMBER ',IE,' EXCEEDS YIELD STRESS!!!'
ENDIF
FOS = SMAX (IE)/ABS (ELESTR)
IF (FOS .LT. FOSM) THEN
FOSM - FOS
MFOSM - IE
ENDIF
IF(FOS .LT. (I.2/SRF)) THEN
NVIOL = NVIOL + 1
WRITE(IWR,*) ' MEMBER ',IE,' FOS VIOLATION!!!'
ENDIF
WRITE (IWR, 803) IE, ELEFOR, PCR, ELESTR, SMAX (IE), WGT (I E), FOS
write (iwr,*) ie, elel
WRITE (IPT, 803) IE, ELEFOR, ELESTR
FORMAT(IX, I5, 4FI4.3,2FI0.3, /)
TWGT = TWGT + WGT(IE)
CONTINUE
WRITE (IWR, *) ' TOTAL WEIGHT -= ',TWGT, ' POUNDS'
WRITE(IWR,*) ' TOTAL WEIGHT = ',TWGT*I6., ' OUNCES'
WRITE(IWR,*) ' TOTAL VOLUME TYPE 1 = ', TVOLI, ' IN^3 '
WRITE(IWR,*) ' TOTAL VOLUME TYPE 2 = ', TVOL2, ' IN^3 '
WRITE(IWR,*) ' TOTAL VOLUME TYPE 3 = ', TVOL3, ' IN^3 '
WRITE (IWR, *) ' MIN FACTOR OF SAFETY ALLOWED = ',I.2/SRE
WRITE(IWR,*) ' MIN FACTOR OF SAFETY -= ', FOSM,' IN MEMBER:',MFOSM
IF(NVIOL .GT. 0) THEN
WRITE (IWR, *) NVIOL, ' VIOLATIONS ! ! !'
ENDIF
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384 999
385
386
387 C
388 C
389
390
391 C
392 C
393 C
394 C
395 C
396 C
397 C
398 C
399 C
400 C
401 C
402 C
403
404
405
406
407 C
4O8 C
409 C
410
411
412 20
413
414
415
416
417
418
419 C
420 C
421 C
422
423
424
425
426 30
427
428
429
430
431 40
432
433
434 C
435 C
436
437 C
438 C
439 C
440 C
441 C
442 C
443 C
444 C
445 C
446 C
447 C
CONTINUE
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE ELESTF (ELEL, AA, AE, LAMX, LAMY, LAMZ, ESTFT)
REAL*8 ESTFT (6, 6), TRAN(2, 6), LAMX, LAMY, LAMZ, K (2,2) ,D (2, 6)
UNIFORM 3-D TRUSS ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX
AA-AREA
ELEL - ELEMENT LENGTH
AE-MODULUS
LAMX, LAMY, LAMZ ARE THE DIRECTION COSINES OF THE ELEMENT
K - ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX IN LOCAL COORDINATES
TRAN = LOCAL TO GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX IN LOCAL COORDINATES
K (1,1 )=AA*AE / ELEL
K(2, I) =-K (i, 1)
K (i, 2)-_K (2, I)
K(2,2) =K (1,1)
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX TO GLOBAL COORDINATES
DO 20 I'l, 2
DO 20 J=l, 6
TRAN (I, J) =0.
TRAN (i, I) =LAMX
TRAN (i, 2) "LAMY
TRAN (1,3) mLAMZ
TRAN (2,4) =LAMX
TRAN (2,5) =LAMY
TRAN (2, 6) "LAMZ
PERFORM MATRIX MULTIPLICATION (TRAN) TRANSPOSE*K*TKAN
DO 30 I'1,2
DO 30 J'1,6
D(I,J)=0.
DO 30 L'1,2
D (I, J)'_D (I, J) +K (I, L) *TRAN (L, J)
DO 40 I'1,6
DO 40 J'1,6
ESTFT (I, J) =0.
DO 40 L=1,2
ESTFT (I, J) "=ESTFT (I, J) +TRAN (L, I ) *D (L, J)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SIMEQ (A, X, F, N, NDIM)
SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION SOLVER FOR
[A] |X} - {F}
GAUSS ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING
A - MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS
X - UNKNOWNS - SOLUTION VEXTOR
F - RHS VECTOR
NDIM - DIMENSION OF A,X AND F
N - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED
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448 C
449
450
451 I00
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460 2
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469 3
470 4
471
472
473
474 5
475 6
476 7
477
478
479
480
481
482
483 8
484 9
485
486 I0
487 ii
488
489
490
REAL*8 A(NDIM, NDIM) ,X(NDIM) ,F(NDIM)
DO 7 L-2,N
FORMAT (IX, I5)
LMI-L-I
AMAX--ABS (A (LMI, LMI ) )
JMAX-LM1
DO 2 J-L,N
ATEMP"ABS (A (J, LMI ) )
IF (ATEMP. LE.AMAX) GOTO 2
AMAX-ATEMP
JMAX-J
CONTINUE
IF(AMAX.LE.I.E-6) GOTO I0
IF(JMAX.EQ.LM1) GOTO 4
ATEM-F (LMI)
F (LMI) -F (JMAX)
F (JMAX) =ATEM
DO 3 K..LMI,N
ATEM-A (LMI, K)
A (LMI, K) =A (JMAX, K)
A (JMAX, K) .=ATEM
CONTINUE
DO 6 J-L,N
Q_.A (J, LMI )/A (LMI, LMI )
DO 5 K=L,N
A (J, K) =A (J, K) -Q*A (LMI, K)
F (J) -F (J) -Q*F (LMI)
CONTINUE
X (N) *-F (N)/A (N,N)
DO 9 M=2,N
J-N -M+ 1
JPI-.J+I
S=0.0
DO 8 K=JPI,N
S=S+A (J, K) *X (K)
X (J) = (F (J) -S)/A (J, J)
GOTO ii
N=9999
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64 .
FUSELAGE: SIDE PANEL : N = 4 : Clmax : Vel = 50 fps: SRF = 0.825 : Pos Tail Li
42 94 0 0 0.825
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
Ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
0 0 0 7. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. -.36
1 0 1 7. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. -.28
1 0 1 7. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 I0. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. -.72
1 0 1 I0. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. -.28
1 0 1 10. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0 .
1 0 1 13. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. -.72
1 0 1 13. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 13. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 16. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. .72
1 0 1 16. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 16. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0.
1 0 0 40. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. -.36
1 0 1 40. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 40. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 44. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 44. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 47. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 47. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 19. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. -.72
1 0 1 19. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 19. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 22. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. =.72
1 0 1 22. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 22. 0.0 5.25 .1465 0. 4.521
1 0 1 25. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. -.72
1 0 1 25. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 25. 0.0 5.25 .1465 0. 4.52:
1 0 1 28. 0.0 0.0 .1352 0. 1.48
1 0 1 28. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 28. 0.0 5.25 .1465 0. 4.52/
1 0 1 31. 0.0 0.0 .1352 0. 1.48
1 0 1 31. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. 0.
1 0 1 31. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 2.45
1 0 1 34. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. -.72
1 0 1 34. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. -.46_
1 0 1 34. 0.0 5.25 0_ 0. 0.
38
39
40
1 0 1 37. 0.0 0.0 0. 0. -.72
1 0 1 37. 0.0 4.125 0. 0. -.46[
1 0 1 37. 0.0 5.25 0. 0. 0.
41
42
1 0 1 50. 0.0 4.125 .0585 O. 1.56_
1 0 1 50. 0.0 5.25 .0585 O. 1.56"
FUSE. dat
65
66 1
67 2
68 3
69 4
70 5
71
72 6
73 7
74 8
75 9
76 i0
77
78 ii
79 12
80 13
81 14
82 15
83
84 16
85 17
86 18
87 19
88 20
89
90 21
91 22
92 23
93 24
94 25
95
96 26
97 27
98 28
99 29
I00 30
I01
102 31
103 32
104 33
105 34
106 35
107
108 36
109 37
ii0 38
IIi 39
112 40
113
114 41
115 42
116 43
117 44
118 45
119
120 46
121 47
122 48
123 49
124 50
125
126 51
127 52
128 53
i0
ii
12
Ii
I0
20
21
22
21
20
23
24
25
24
23
26
27
28
27
26
29
30
31
30
29
32
33
34
33
32
35
36
37
36
35
38
39
40
8
9
12
II
i0
ii
12
22
21
20
21
22
25
24
23
24
25
28
27
26
27
28
31
30
29
30
31
34
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Catapult Analysis
Appendix F
Catapult Analysis
The geometry, aerodynamic characteristics, and some stability characteristics of the F-92 Reliant
were used to predict how the aircraft would behave if catapulted from a height of 50 feet. This
information can be used to predict the behavior of the plane if catapulted from the ground, and
later, a catapult test from the ground will be performed on the aircraft. It was determined from the
catapult program that an elevator deflection of 10 ° up is necessary in order to maximize distance
flown and to ensure that the plane flies when catapulted. The predicted behavior of the plane is
shown in the following graphs of velocity vs. time and y distance vs. x distance for the catapult
flight trajectory. It is clear from these graphs that the plane does have some damping
characteristics, but at the same time, it is obvious that the damping is not very great. 35 seconds
and over 900 feet downrange from the launch, the oscillations continue. These oscillations are both
in position and in velocity. An input data ftle is also included behind the graphs. The accuracy of
the catapult program will be determined when the catapult tests occur.
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2 757
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1 2
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0 10886
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-0.06
0.0
0.845
0.75
4.083
1.875
0.04167
0.854
-2.208
0.109
0.0
0.109
1.0
0.1734
0.289
0.I
0.01
0.0
6
canard flag-enter 1 for canard, any other number for tail
gravity (ft/s**2)
density (slugs/ft**3)
x dist. from plane cg to attach pt. (ft)
y dist. from plane cg to attach pt. (ft)
catapult 'spring' undeformed length (ft)
distance between sling hardpoints (ft)
catapult-plane attachment cable (ft)
y position of top of catapult pins (ft) - **
height of catapult pins (ft)
catapult deformation <x dir.> (ft)
RPV c.g. height above ground when parked (ft)
initial altitude (ft) - **
initial pitch angle (radians)
initial x velocity (ft/s)
initial y velocity (ft/s)
initial theta velocity (rad/s)
wing reference area (ft**2)
body reference area (ft**2) - frontal area
tail reference area (ft**2)
body planform area (ft**2)
body volume (ft**3)
finite to infinite body drag ratio - DATCOM 4.2.3.2
body cross flow drag coefficient - DATCOM 4.2.3.2
wing cdo
body cdo - based on frontal area
tail cdo
wing aspect ratio
tail aspect ratio
wing efficiency factor
tail efficiency factor
wing clo
body clo - based on frontal area
tail clo
wing stall angle (radians)
tail stall angle (radians)
wing lift curve slope (per radian)
body lift curve slope (per radian) - DATCOM 4.2.1.1
tail lift curve slope (per radian)
tail lift slope -elv. defl. (per tad.) - DATCOM 6.1.4.1
wing angle of incidence (radians)
tail angle of incidence (radians)
elevator deflection (radians) (positive down)
wing moment coefficient
tail moment coefficient
wing mean chord (ft)
tail mean chord (ft)
body length (ft)
distance from body nose to rpv c.g. (ft)
x position of wing ac <from cg> (ft)
x position of body ac <from cg> (ft)
x position of tail ac <from cg> (ft)
y position of wing ac <from cg> (ft)
y position of body ac <from cg> (ft)
y position of tail ac <from cg> (ft)
tail/wing dynamic pressure ratio - Nelson p.47
rpv mass (slugs)
rpv pitching moment of inertia <about cg> (slugs*ft**2)
dynamic coefficient of friction
time step (s)
initial time value (s)
# of ist order differential eqns. in system
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TABLE 13.2 Component Weights, Positions, & Center of Gravity
For Technology Demonstrator
Component Weight Weight Xpos Zpos m*X m*Z
(lbf) (oz) (inches) (inches) (oz-m) (oz-m)
w---- -- .................
Receiver & Antenna 0.061 0.98 10.00 5.00 9.80 4.90
_,adio Battery 0.132 2.11 8.00 5.00 16.88 10.55
Servo (Elevator) 0.041 0.65 11.00 5.00 7.15 3.25
Servo (Rudder&Steering) 0.041 0.65 11.00 5.00 7.15 3.25
Pushrod (Elevator) 0.047 0.75 30.50 5.00 22.88 3.75
Pnshrod (Rudder&Steering) 0,047 0.75 30.50 5.00 22.88 3.75
Fuselage & Motor Mount 1.094 17.50 23.00 2.50
0.813 13.00 22.00 6.00Main Wing - High
Main Wing Mount
Secondary Wing - Low
!Secondary Wing Mount
Vertical Tail & Rudder
Horizontal Tail & Elevator
0.266
Battery Cable
0.419
0.125
0.088
0.253
4.25
6.70
2.00
0.144
1.40
4.05
23.00
29.00
29.00
46.00
2.30
50.00
6.00
-0.75
-0.75
12.60
5.75
Main Gear 0.394 6.30 11.00 -4.00 69.30 -25.20
Tail Gear & Steering 0.175 2.80 38.00 -2.00 106.40 -5.60
Engine & Clamp 0.563 9.00 3.00 2.00 27.00 18.00
Speed Control 0.110 1.76 6.50 3.00 11.44 5.28
Propeller 0.057 0.91 0.50 1.75 0.46 1.59
Battery (P90SCR) x 6 0.567 9.07 34.50 4.75
Battery (P90SCR) x 6 0.567 9.07 34.50 4.75
20.75 4.50
9.000.563 3.00Ballast
Design Configuration:
(Both Wings/No Ballast)
3.25
402.50 43.75
286.00 78.00
97.75 25.50
194.30 -5.03
58.00 -1.50
64.40 17.64
202.50 23.29
312.92 43.08
312.92 43.08
47.73 10.35
27.00 29.25
Total Weights: Centers of Gravity:
6.000 96.00 [ 23.75
Pounds Ounces [ = CG: X
3.14
= CG: Z
Altered Configuration: t(Main Wing Only/Ballast)
6.144 98.30 I 21.50
Pounds Ounces I ffiCG: X
3.42
ffi CG: Z
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FIGURE 9.1.1.1 V-n DIAGRAMS FOR EX'IREME WEIGHT CONDITIONS
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TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR
PRIMARY COMPONENT COSTS
COMPONENT
FUSELAGE
LIFTING SURFACES
EMPENNAGE
LANDING GEAR
MO'IOR
BATTERIES
AVIONICS
COSTS
$32.46
$31.50
$11.71
$10.51
$272.00
$125.00
$40.00
TOTAL $523.18
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR
PRIMARY COMPONENT CONSTRUCTION TIMES
COMPONENT
LIFI'ING SURFACES
FUSELAGE
EMPENNAGE
LANDING GEAR
AVIONICS
TIME (LABOR-HOURS)
72.5
33.5
13.5
6.75
3.75
TOTAL 130
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